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ABSTRACT

This research explores and proposes theoretically and practically a
contemporary reading of the baroque through two key concepts: the folding
and the transparency effect. It investigates the argument that folding and the
transparency effect are essential elements for a contemporary discourse on
baroque and new media. In order to support this thesis, the research follows a
methodology that explores the parallels between baroque representation and
our current neo-baroque mediated culture manifested through art and
architecture, digital media and computer theory and practice.
My thesis is constructed with reference to G. Deleuze's interpretation of baroque
in his book Tkg foW, Leifmiz omf the
and the notion of transparency as a
morphological tool in the representation of space. It overviews contemporary art
practice, in order to investigate and identify possible affiliations to the
aforementioned baroque concepts. It also questions interactivity and the
participation of the viewer in terms of representation and perception of space, in
order to further support the argument that there is a formal connection between
digital aesthetics and the baroque.
Through my theoretical and practical research I demonstrate that new media
bear features and modes of representation similar to baroque. Moreover, folding
and the transparency effect prove to be determinative factors in understanding
the baroque representation.
The discussion and analysis form a point of reflection on my practice and a
discourse with it. Thus, the artistic/ studio research (research in the practice
context) is carried out from the informed intimate perspective of the reflective
practitioner. Within this context, concepts such as the transparency of the
medium in relation to folding are explored by practical means and the
implications in the perception of space are investigated.
Therefore, the thesis has a critical hermeneutic interpretative approach to the
subject. Thus, the general methodological approach has the characteristics of the
naturalistic enquiry and falls consequently in the broad genre of qualitative
research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Historical, theoretical and contextual framework
The aim of this research is to explore, examine and propose theoretically and
practically a contemporary reading of the baroque through two key concepts:
folding and the transparency effect.

Within the framework of the aforementioned concepts, my research is
carried out with reference to G. Deleuze's interpretation of baroque in his book
TTig foW, Lgifmzz (ZMvi fAe

and to the notion of transparency as a formal

solution in the representation of space. It further frames the subject through
discussion and analysis by providing an overview of folding and the
transparency effect in modem art and architecture as well as in contemporary
art practice (especially new media), in order to investigate and identify possible
affiliations to these baroque concepts. It also questions interactivity and the
participation of the viewer in terms of representation and perception of space,
in order to further support the argument that there is a formal connection
between digital aesthetics and the baroque.

Within this context, concepts such as the transparency of the medium in
relation to folding are explored by practical means and the implications in
perception of space are investigated.
When I began the present research there was a limited number of
publications on this subject. Since then, diere has beena considerable increase of
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related literature. As a result^ certain ideas and considerations had to be
reviewed. To the best of my knowledge^ there is no published material
undertaking a pKirallelineacLuigrciftlie baroque folding — iis Deieuuae prut it — and
die transparency effect. Therefore, I had to take into account the difficulties that
would emerge during the current research. I did not include authors that have
treated the baroque in a historical context (except WOlfflin's study) or in a context
not related to my area of interest, or simply in a form of a student book, or in a
peculiar and marginal way. ^
Baroque has been treated by art history studies as a historical period and an
aesthetic trend, which dominated seventeenth century in Europe and expanded
to Latin America. In RgMmsazMce aW

(first published in 1888), Heinrich

WOlfflin made the Hrst formal analysis of baroque, proposing a formal reading in
relation to classicism, giving a clear and systematic approach to a cultural period
that span over a century. On the other hand, there are certain authors who do not
approach the baroque solely from the perspective of an art historian, as WOlfflin
did. They propose a different reading of it (Benjamin, Fossillon, Panofsky,
Calabrese, Maravall, De Landa, Pemiola), as a style that can appear in different
time periods, suggesting a periodizadon of style, which brings forward a neobaroque aesthetic that broadens the discussion in various and significant ways. 2
Also, Mieke Bal's (1999) QuofiMg

is an important contribution, in that

she explores the relationship between the present and the past in cultural
production and the issue of temporality in art, in which quotation is a key issue
for what she defines as a preposterous history. A recently published work by
Angela Ndalianis (2004),

Aesf/igfics amf CoM/emporan/ EMfgrfozMmeMf,

views the baroque under a different perspective. She focuses on the relationship
between baroque aesthetic of the seventeenth century and the neo-baroque
aesthetic of contemporary entertaining media, the theme-park attractions,
videogames and film production.
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Deleuze's formal enquiry is not limited to WoHin's or Panofsk)/s
(iediruticMns of thi(!l)ar(x]iie.1Lk%big8Jle%20K]fi&Sii«30Kice]3tuKUtCM]l(t]ie IbeunocpielMDuse
cis afi ailegpoi}/^ lie %)r0%>06*!s a jplulcxsojDhicai «ip%)rcKicli ibo t%ircK]i%e as <1 ccMnceqpt
itself (Ljairdbtar^

]?c»r1[>eleiizx!(TlS%)3), iWhw^'cypweradiT/e cKxrkcejpt of thue Bkircxqiie is

the l^cdd, ervarytliiryr Idhzit it iiicliidkss, ZLnd iii (ill its esKteiisivieruass. ]F()ld aftear
l^cdd...' (]).-KS).
Since architecture is the discipline that explores the spatial distribution of
the habitat, as well as the active imagery of a formal inquiry, I had to take many
aspects into account, in order to approach the rwdion of folding and transparency.
I had to look at baroque architecture not only as an architectural historical style
and a modernist solution to an architectural morphology and metaphor, but
within Deleuze's terms — what he calls "am allegory" of the Leibnizian baroque
house. For Deleuze (1993), following Wofflin's study, baroque
is marked by a certain number of material traits: horizontal widening of
the lower floor, flattening of the pediment, low and curved stairs that
push into space; matter handled in masses or aggregates, with the
rounding of angles and avoidance of perpendiculars ... spongy cavernous
shapes, or to constitute a vortical form always put into motion by
renewed turbulence ... matter tends to spill over in space, to be reconciled
with fluidity at the same time fluids themselves are divided into masses,
(p. 4).
Deleuze's (1993) interpretation of the baroque architecture as a two-storey
building of folded matter had taken into account not only Leibniz's philosophical
contribution on baroque but also WOllflin's formal analysis on baroque
architectural space.
Over the past decade or so, there has been an increased interest in Deleuze's
philosophical views around concepts such as folding, multiplicity, territory,
space, the actual and the virtual. Oose to Deleuze's study of the fold is Bernard
Cache's Earfk AWes, which explores the relationship between the fold and
architecture with reference also to Leibniz. The seminal work by the architect
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Glenn Lynn (1993) FoMng m Arckikcfwrg reformulated concepts in theory and
practice that Deleuze had proposed a few years before. Both Cache and Lynn
drew on Deleuze's philosophical concepts to suggest further considerations of
Deleuze's baroque house and spatial concepts such as folding in architecture.
Adopting his ideas, they envisioned a rwew relaticMishuj) amuoryf the typology of a
rigorous geometry (Lynn^ 1998) and the austerity of the architectural frame
(Cache, 1995) and the multiple configurations of the body. For Lynn (1998a)
folding architecture is the actualisation of the 'virtual' inzin 'tmirruite' form of a
'plexus', 'a

multi-linear

network

of

interweavings, intertwinings and

intersections; for instance, of nerves or blood vessels' of

'dynamical flows'

(p. 121). The baroque frame collapses as forces and flows remodel space in a
'(xyrrdmial fusion of matter... as a fluid interface' (Lynn, 1998a, p. 137). For Cache
and Lynn, Leibniz's formulation of calculus is practically visible in the
coniputadonai(iK%gr^TNhK5e«d3a&actcUagfan%\ \ru1hial strtMrtuiTasarwi animatexi
forms are translated in spatial propositions and architectural forms.^ In this
austere geometry of the computer screen, the oscillating matter thrusts
architecture beyond die frame to a folded networked city where the binary
relationships of the baroque house inside-outside, upper-lower, and private%)ublic t*Ecomefi dhynainic gpdd cf flcrw/s, <an abstract diagram of a fold. This sort of
architectural abstraction is probably what Deleuze (1993) notes about baroque,
that it is the abstract art par ezce/ZeMce.
A transparent medium such as glass, used in modem architecture,
embodies such baroque attributes. The images of the reflected city on the surfaces
of glass buildings (vertical axis) transform the perception of a solid urban
landscape (horizontal axis) to a fluxion of an aggregate of oscillating reflective
find reflected matter (tangent, sinuous line). Thus, the glass surbce works as a
screen where the exterior is projected on - or rather, it functions as a membrane
or diaphragm, where, according to the light conditions, it becomes translucent
and partially exposes the interior of the building. This membrane or plane where
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phenomena are actualised inside the baroque house is dose to the work of artist
Dan Graham (1999)/ where double vision screens and two way mirrors shift
perceptions in an interplay of figure and ground, in order to force the binary
relationships irhentwonecl adbcrve on each other. In this sense, the frame or grid
collapses from the inside, from what is the perceptual oscillating matter: a
reflective, translucent and diaphanous skin-like screen.
Artists such as Andres Serrano, (Zhrlan, Stelarc and other late twentieth
century "quote" baroque aesthetics in their own works. There are several artists
who refer to baroque through the use of interactive and immersive technologies
in their work, in order to engage the viewer and redefine the experience of space
as a total bodily sensorial experience. Angela NdaUanis made a considerable
contribution in this areajghdryraaiinrdep^h analysis to neo-baroque aesthetics
and in particular in relation to spectacle, iUusionism and the formal principle of
the collapse of die frame'.*

1.2 Methodological framework
In this section, I will refer to methodologies (research models and
methodological tools) employed in the research project, in order to combine
theory and practice following the principles of what is termed "reflective
practice", as described in Schon's (2003) 77%

Pracfz&mer and

commented on in this section. Since theory informs practice and vice-versa, I
had to employ a methodology that bonds both areas of research and to develop
a model and the appropriate tools in order to have a systematic approach to the
objectives of my research.
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[1.2.1 Constructing a research model
EkscaiiSK! (*f tiie laclc (if (in esdzitdisliecl iirKi //edl-cLefined rruxlel (}( ixssexircli
methodology to follow in Art & Design, I had to undertake an in depth research
into the relative literature. As 'art and design research requires a distinctive
aypjxrcxacli aund tlwe itse (if p]ro(X3cLuunes/^M%gf%K)dkdky»H%; Twliicli arxe ay)p)ro]priadb2 arid
sympathetic to the nature of the discipline, but no less rigorous, respectable and
accountable than those of the Sciences and S(x:ial Sciences' (Gray, 1993), I had to
cLe\relcxp ciincxdbsliji CHTcbar toliai/eeiisytybeiruitic ajpixrcxadi totlie objectryessof rrry
research.
(Z<)nj&ki€!]nbnjf (udraj/s «&: iVlaliii's <itteirrpt to pHrcn/icle the grrcMiiicl f()r
definition of '"artistic" research procedure, the question of research
methodology took shape: I had to ch(X)se a research procedure that falls into a
cultural, contextual and specific response to the "felt" need, and the nature of
practice' (Gray, 1993).

Allison's (1992) list of seven research pr(x:edures and Gray's distinction in
Historical,

Philosophical

(theoretical).

Experimental

(pre-,

post-testing,

'control'). Comparative (cross-cultural). Descriptive (using surveys, casualcomparative

methods).

Naturalistic

(interpretative,

phenomenological,

qualitative enquiry) and Practical (creative, expressive/ productive) constituted
an important framework, in order to identify an "artistic method", to reflect and
draw more appropriate directions for my research project.^ In these terms, the
general approach has the characteristics of the Classic, Naturalistic and Practical
inquiry and consequently falls in the broad genre of qualitative research
employed by Social Sciences and Anthropological Studies. Despite the fact that
qualitative research privileges no theory or method, I find its field appropriate for
my inquiry because it is 'multimethod in f o c u s ' T h e specific methods I used
were tailored to the nature (artistic, practical, creative) and aims of my research
project.
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1 ^ 2 Constructing a methodological tool: folding as a metaphor for a
methodological tool in research
(]r\neri tlie ccwniterxtual iirwi fdhilcxscqptiicai jifinnKrwtMrk, aund tlie dberruirujs cxE a
research project, I had to use the appropriate methodological tools to achieve
the objectives of the output of the research.
Swnce tlieoryr irdioiins jprcictice awid T/ic&^/eansa, zi isysrbeiruitic ajppircxicli Ibo this
tvvofcdki (ttiecxry, jprawctLce) ]%!S€%ircIi fMrcq^xzt v/aus rwecessaury iii CHrckzr tc) orjgaunise
the objectives and have a well-defined plan of action.
The^WiMg facfoiigtA? — the term I amusing here, which I attempted to employ as
a methodological tool, is essentially inspired by GUles Deleuze's Tlbe foW. LeiWiz
and the Baroque, which is the core subject treated in my research project.
In the course of my research project,

has become a conceptual tool,

which served as the ground for further development and exploration in
theoretical and practical means. In these terms it has become a technique, a way
of manipulating concepts (i.e. space) and expressive medium (i.e. images) and
experimenting with methods that are mutually informative and demonstrate
the interrelation between theory and practice. This methodological approach
embodied convergent/ divergent research strategies in order to unfold the
subject and its possible form (thesis, hypothesis, antithesis, synthesis, etc.). In
other words, folding served as a tool to integrate and link several practices in a
form that reflects the concept itself. In a similar way 'each chapter" in Deleuze's
Dzg

'establishes a modulated flow ... of concept-sentence-units' and 'the

chapters can be read in any order; their conclusions are enveloped everywhere
in the machinic manner of the text.'^ This idea of "temporal modulation' of
text and linkage of concepts enabled me to design a research model composed
of lines and puncta/nodes arranged in layers. In this way, access to the
resources was made possible by following the various directions and
puncta/ nodes, forming at the end a vector-like path similar to the figure below.
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art

transparency

folding

architecture

baroque

• = puncta / nodes
Fig. 1 Graphic example of the research model, based on the principle
of vector graphics.^
Thus, a single body of research was possible only by considering a method, and
the type of methodological tools that would enable me to reach a substantial
format where concepts are mutually explored by both theoretical and practical
means.

In order to secure a solid body of work in terms of academic research, and
in-depth understanding and validity/credibility, I have used the method of
triangulation. Triangulation means that 'researchers make use of multiple and
different sources, methods, investigators, and theories to provide corroborating
evidence. Typically this process involves corroborating evidence from different
source to shed light on a theme or perspective' (Cresweel, 1998, p. 202).9 This
method was useful in order to have a more systematic and ordered research
plan. Therefore, the tactics and methods used conformed to these two
methodologies: an experimental (folding) and an established (triangulation).
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1.3

A reflexive account of the practice

In this section, I will discuss how theory is related to the subject of the practice
component of the research and I will refer to specific means (studio work,
conferences, exhibitions, open studio), following the principles of what is
termed "reflective practice", as described in Schon's (2003) 77%g
PracfzfzoMgr and commented on in the previous section.

During the research period I produced a body of work that has been
motivated by the parallel theoretical investigation on the subjects of folding and
transparency. Thus, the work produced reflects in practice ideas that are
examined in the present thesis and confront issues that underpinned my
research project. As an artist and a researcher I had to stay in both areas of
research. On one hand, I had to conform to research terms and norms, while the
artwork produced should exist as an independent body of work, rather than
illustrate theory. This task was carried out with extreme caution, in order to
achieve a clear and well-defined area and body of research. The artwork
produced during the research period is ordered in thematic or formal units that
investigate folding and transparency as baroque features. In the same
perspective, theory was informed by practice and was tested through
participation in conferences and theoretical discussions.

1.3.1 Between theory and practice

When 1 began to be interested in the transparency effect as a total fold in terms
of representation and perception of space, I was seeking a theoretical
background that would support my research context. Since my work already
engaged in seeking methods and ways of formal solutions in the representation
of space, the involvement in the research project enabled me to refine it and
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complete it to a point by theoretical and practical means. The outcomes of my
investigation reflect Schon's episkmology of 'reflective practice' and the
experimental logic that this epistemology suggests.
During my research, I realised that theory and practice are mutual and
distinct functions that could exist as independent research areas. Nevertheless,
my art practice very often provided the background and tlie worldungr material
for the theoretical research, which in turn gave me stimulating context to carry
on practice. I did not work in the studio to illustrate the topics of the theoretical
research. They were subconsciously present, emerging during the creative
process. Concepts such as folding and the transparency effect were crucial to
the process, and as a result the work produced was fully related to the initial
intent. On the other hand, the conferences that I have attended during the
research period were of great relevance to all stages of the research project,
including planning and designing a research model and methodology.
In 1998,1 attended the conference The Relation of Making to Writing held by
The University of Plymouth in Exeter. This proved to be a very useful
experience in terms of identifying issues raised in research processes and
methodologies employed in my research project.
The following year, I was invited to present my research project to
Matrix4/for research, an International Symposium on Research in Design and Art
Practice held by Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design. I presented a
visual essay on my research project entitled %
CoMkmporan/ Dwcowrsg on

FoWfMg

(A

inspired by TTie foW, Lgzfmiz aW (kg

The essay proposed a way of constructing a research model suitable to the
specific project, which was developed at a later stage and is fully presented as a
methodological tool in this chapter. I also showed two works that represented
the stage of my studio research at Lethaby Gallery. The discussion following the
presentation provided an insight into the issues and implications of carrying
out a research degree that combines both theory and practice.
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During the same period, I presented a paper entitled Transparencies Vs
Opaczfigs; PercKpfioM Mo&k jGar a Ngo-kmxp/g PoZffzcaZ Sysfem at the international
conference CnfzcaZ

Okcene Poioers; CormpfzoM, Cogrdon, ViokMcg;

held at the John Hansard Gallery of the University of Southampton. In this
paper, a version of which is included in Chapter 3, I attempted to investigate
the implications of issues suclias folding and the transparency effect within a
different perspective. It was an opportunity to discuss theoretical issues and
confront ideas that imderpinned my research project. As a result, a substantial
part of the theoretical investigation was concluded at that time.
In 2004,1 presented the paper CoMfemporon/ FoW; Tkg

Owrackr

Digital Environment, at the international conference Pleats & Folds: Multiple
AdkaMZMgs, held in Athens, Greece, as an adjunct to the exhibition
Folds + Pleats: Drapery from Ancient Greek Dress to

=

-Century Fashion. In this

paper, I explored issues such as hypertext, interface, and interactive media in
relation to folding and transparency, that are partially mentioned in the
foUcnvuig(j%y}k3s.

Alongside my participation in conferences, I had the opportunity to
evaluate my Twnorlc tbunougfi esthitMHdKxns. Iri thwe scdo eschitfUicxn (entitled fVcfioMs
held at The HotBath Gallery, in Bath, I summarized my research progress and
concluded a body of work on self-representation, folding and the transparency
effect. This exhibition comprised life-size transparencies -photographic prints
on Kodak reprographic film - and a video piece that belonged to a series of
works of an autobiographical context and on self-representation. A CDrom was
produced for the exhibition, which is now obsolete due to the evolution of
computing technology. The feedback I received from publications and
discussions was helpful and contributed substantially to a critical evaluation of
my practice. This was followed by many other exhibitions, including the solo
show How fo Forggf in 2000 at the Ileana Tounta ContempK)rary Art Centre in
Athens. I presented a large video-installation comprised of three purpose-built
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projection screens (200x300cm each) in the middle of the exhibition space. This
was the first

Tvhieh was challenging

issues of space and the engagement of the viewer. The fact that I had to
confront critically the issues investigated in the project was stimulating and I
was able to test the validity of the outcomes and the process of the research. For
example, a work or rather a version of it, which I had prepared for a group
show at the Gasworks Gallery in London, was presented later in a more
complex version in Oroi, an exhibition organised by ISEA (International
Symposium for Electronic Arts), held in Nagoya, Japan in 2002.

The Open Studio days that I had established during the first two years of
my research at Winchester School of Art were a sigpnificaunt part of the progress
of my research project. It was a means to confront my work with my
supervisors, colleagues and fellow students, and to generate a critical debate
concerning my work. During that period, I made two presentations about
Porfrmfurg

FoWmg, and

ami

at WSA Lecture Theatre,

open to tutors and to MA and BA students.

1.3.2 The artwork produced during the research project and the thematic or
fonmalunibinved^^ded

The artiAHorlc ixrodiicecl cLuununy? tlie inesexircli jDesiocl esKajniinied thue relaticMnsIiipi
between folding and the transparency effect through the use of photographic
and video image. The aim was to demonstrate the idea that there is a formal
connection of my work to baroque issues raised below and examined
thoroughly in the following chapters.
For the photographic work I did not use the conventional photographic
paper to print, but B/W Kodak Reprographic film instead, which gave me the
opportunity to explore the transparency effect in relation to the opaque/dark
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and transparent/clear areas of the film. I printed a series of large images
(70x100cm) representing home interiors photographed at night, in order to
make visible the artificial source of light. The resulting effect produced clear
and dark areas^ which became reflective due to the glossy surface of the film.
On other occasions, as in the self-portraits series, the Him acted as a filter that
permitted the light to pass through the clear areas of the surface and make the
represented subject transparent. These photographic transparencies suggested a
formal connection Ibo tlie worlc of Dan Graham^ where the transparent medium
produces effects that differentiate the perception of surface and depth and
consequently reshape the way the viewer perceives space. The deployment of
such films in layers in space invites the viewer to move between them and
participate physically in the realisation of the work. Such engagement in
overlapping spatial relationships that blur boundaries between inside and
outside, openings and closures, transparent and opaque areas generate a
structure where perception moves back and forth in an oscillating space as in L.
Moholy Nagy's Space

where folded transparent matter modifies

space. The perception of space in its totality becomes a folded-in and folded-out
transparent surface.
In the self-portrait series I used computer-aided applications in order to
manipulate the photographic images, altering the initial subject and modifying
the result. It was possible to intervene in the initial image controlling the
contrast and brightness, luminosity and layers. Using the Adobe Photoshop 3
software, I had the opportunity to fully control the result during the whole
creative process from capture to print. Also it was very important to control the
image in terms of quality and composition with the aid of the software used.
Luminosity, layering, opacity and transparency proved to be not only core
issues in the theoretical part of the research, but also qualities and tools that
could be fully controlled via software according to the desired result.
There were five overlapping thematic or formal units investigated:
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•

In the Self-Portrait series my major concern was the double, the twice

baroque portraiture like Rembrandt's or Yasumasha Morimura's
postmodern interpretation, but rather a comment on the artist's own
representation in the work. Formally they have nothing to do with the
framed portrait or norms and canons of self-portraiture (see App. I, Sef/portraits).
* Interior Vs exterior space is an important context where oppositions
such as open-close, inside-outside denote that space is perceived through
spatial relationships such as openings and closures in a folding process,
where perception moves back and forth.
* Digitally manipulated photographs
•

Photographic installation (the unfolding of photograph into space).

* Photographic transparencies (the transparent medium and its qualities
as space modulators, physical engagement of the viewer).

Each thematic or formal unit listed above explored various aspects of the
photographic medium in relation to folding and the transparency effect and the
engagement of the viewer. In the same way, I explored the means by which
new media and e&pecially T/ickso aure affiliatexi to baroque features and modes of
representation (i.e. installation).
The use of video image in relation to space may suggest that there are
formal qualities concerning a neo-baroque aesthetic, as I will examine in
Chapter 3. In order to confirm such a hypothesis, I worked on video projects
that were organised under the following six overlapping, either thematic or
formal, units:
# In the Unrealisable Projects, special attention is given to the concept of
folding and the engagement of spatial qualities in video projection. These
projects were carried out as studies on how video image can be
integrated into the exhibition space as a video projection which
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metaphorically produces folds between openings and closures, the
physical and represented space, (see App. I, Video Installations, and the
attached DVD in App. II).
The Video Loops are a study on folding time and event, with no specific
relevance to the baroque representation of space, but rather to its
representation as fragmented space, "a window to the world" that
collapses from the inside. A camera in fixed position defines the topos of
the ei/eiit, jixirnjiigzunwi capturing the minimum possible space and time.
Through a video editing technique, the single event, when repeated,
creates an endless narrative sequence, where duration is perceived as a
textured timeline of a single event, a space-time loop. These videos of a
minimum action are usually looped in order to reveal the singularity of
the event and the uniqueness of an endless ten seconds action. There is
no beginning or end in this narrative, but a looping gesture that is
enclosed within its action.

Time is arrested between single events

revealing its point zero (see App. I,

SMmmgrfimg Senes, and the

attached DVD in App. II).
Video installations were realised on the occasion of various exhibitions,
where I had the opportunity to explore in physical space the expanding
possibilities of video image. In this sense, a video installation became a
fold-out of video images, where the viewer is physically engaged. This
formed the context for ocpkeiimeiitunyr with formal solutions in the
representation of space and suggested a link to baroque aesthetic (see
App. I, Video Installations, and the attached DVD in App. II).
The transparency of the medium. If, in baroque terms, illusion has been
a device in the representation of space, in the case of the use of video as a
representation device, illusion is perceived as a time-image sequence.
Under this hypothesis, video recording becomes essential to the process
of capturing and representing. In this context, I explored the
representation of space within the devices of video recording, such as
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CCTV surveillance cameras found in almost every public space, as part
of architecture's prosthetic territory. My main concern was to oppose
video images from the private and public domain, in order to reveal the
mechanisms (^cxxKCwm urKk# the absent - yet omnipresent - eye of
power. Also, my intention was to comment on society's control
mechanisms setting the events and actions in a linear sequence, where it
seems that nothing is missing and that everything is here. Real or
fictional states overlap, in an atkmpt to lose their verticality and depth.
Bentham's concept of the panopticon has shifted from its physical
dimension to the dimension of an optical device. The lens or, rather the
combination of a layered group of lenses, permits, through the
transparency of the medium and a digital process, the digitalization and
codification of space. On the other hand, space is decoded each time its
image appears, either in real time or not. The transparency of the
medium in relation to folding, and the implications in the perception of
space are investigated thoroughly in Chapters 2 and 3 (see the works
entitled JMSomMwz, AZf okwf Lore, Tkg ArfzsKg Deafk, DesoZafiong, in
ZMsWkfzoMg, in App. I, and the attached DVD in App. II).
# Video installations in public space are a series of projects dealing with
the public space, where video image is integrated into the urban and
architectural tissue (see App. I, Vifko

PwWic Space pro/gck and the

attached DVD in App. II).
# Interactive video installations. 1 have designed a few projects that
engage the viewer actively in the realisation of the work, but only one
fully interactive work has been realised. However, it was never shown in
public and still remains a realisable project within the research context.

The use of video in my practice enabled me to develop a strong ability in
the use of digital media, and to understand the theoretical background. A list of
selected works produced during the research is found in the Appendix.
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1.3.3 Editing and presentation
I have inchxled a

photographic works i a t h e presentadoncd^ die

thesis, as well as a significant part of video installations and projects. The
editing process - what to include and what to exclude in the presentation - was
a significant part of the completion of the research. Since theory informed
practice and vice versa, I had to consider the findings in both theory and
practice and experiment with ways of a formal synthesis of the two, in order to
achieve a solid body of work. The process of experimenting led to the visual
resolve and formal ending of the project.
The reference group I established to provide feedback for my work was
an important and on-going component of my research project. As mentioned in
this section, this group involved my supervisors, professional colleagues and
artists, whose opinions, acciurate suggestions and diverging perspectives on my
work affected the visual resolve of my project.
During the editing process I decided against including work that, even
though it was produced during the research period, it did not refer to issues
investigated in the thesis. I realised that the inclusion of them would just
confuse the viewer.
The form of presentation of the thesis had to conform to the nature of the
research project. It was necessary to include archival material in an interactive
format such as DVDrom alongside the presentation of the work, in order to
enable readers and viewers to access information about the theoretical and the
practical engagement to the research project. On the other hand, the artwork
produced should be fully accessible and open to scrutiny. I have chosen to
present a selection of my work in a set of installations. This is because firstly
installation engages the viewer in complex ways of representation, and.
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secondly, because it is an essential part of my work, closely related to my
research project.

1.4 TThesis SHbruwrhuune: riieCliaqpters

In Chapter 1 I set the scene of the research by providing an overview and the
historical, theoretical and contextual framework of the subject of my thesis.
I introduced the theoretical aspects and notions involved in the theory and
practice context of my research giving in detail a reflective account of the
practice.
Moreover, 1 outlined the issues of methodology involved and the specific
mediods used, introducing

as an experimental methodological tool, in

order to align methodology to the subject of my research. I discussed how theory
is related to the subject of thK!;)ra(3dc(!(X)tnj)CMTeiit()ftlie research and 1 referred to
the specific methods I used, based on the description and analysis of my work,
i.e. my research in the practice context foUows the principles of what is termed
'reflective practice' described in Schon's (2003) The Reflective Practitioner.
Through the description of my work I presented my approach to the notion of
folding and transparency, organized in thematic or formal units, in order to
demonstrate an engagement with baroque issues which I will examine in the
following chapters. I discussed the use of photographic images in my work and
the role of digital media in reference to the topics of my research. I pointed out
the relevance of video image and the use of space as essential elements for a
contemporary discourse on baroque, in order to bring forward issues that may
suggest a neo-baroque aesthetic. Finally, I referred to the editing process that has
led to the visual resolve and formal ending of the project and the final
presentation.
In Chapter 2,1 will refer to GiUes Deleuze's interpretation of baroque in his
book TTzg

awf the

and I wiU give an overview of the
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transparency effect in modem art and architecture, especially in the work of Dan
(Glrajiain, Bkerriard (Zaudbue, Caleii I^yTiri aiici I?eter lEaswanuoiaii. I TArUl irLbroKiuce the
notion of transparency as a neo-baroque feature in art and architecture and I
will attempt to identify such features through a parallel reading of Deleuze's
interpretation of fold to other authors like Bernard Cache, Glen Lynn and Peter
Eisenman.

In Chapter 3, I will refer to digital aesthetics througjk the definition of
interface and hypertext theories in relation to Deleuze's interpretation of fold and
the transparency effect, pointing out the complexities and the questions that
arise.

In Chapter 4, I will attempt to relate folding and transparency to
contemporary art, in particular to artists who make use of new media and
technology in their practices. Again^ I will try to link Deleuze's iiitei])itH2itioii cdf
fold to such art practices, in order to locate and identify evidence that would
suggest the emergence of a neo-baroque aesthetic. Then,^ I will discuss
iiiterawcthfity (irui tlie pwarticipatiCMi cxf Ijie i/ieiAner, ui ordter toi^iitlier suppport tbwe
argument that there is a formal connection between digital aesAetics and
baroque.
In Appendix I, I will irK:lu(ie!iiriagres(]f the artwork produced during the
research process, and in Appendix II, a visual documentation of the video work
in a DVD.
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CHAPTER 2

GILLES lOELElBnrS ]&AFKX3im FOIl) /UfD THB TBJUNSPAJUByCT
EFFECT
In this chapter, I will relate Deleuze's (1993) interpretation ()f thus "Bkifoqiie
fold" to the notion of transparency, through an overview of his book TTze PoZfi,
Lgifmzz dmd Abe

in which he gives a radical interpretation of baroque

through the philosophical work of Leibniz. I will explore the relationship
between baroque and contemporary architecture, bringing forward issues of
form, space and ]perce]pticm witliin zi parallel reawiingcif Deleuze's baroque fold
andthetMm&paMmcyeAecL
For Deleuze, Leibniz is the philosopher of the baroque, and the monad
i%?pi%»sents tiie ]}bulcKso%}lu(%il contesKt cdE Ibaunociuj^ iwrhicji lias <1 fcMnm (*f folclecl,
textured, opaque and reflective matter, of depth and surface.
Deleuze (1993) WTntxss ialaout IL/sibniz's monad that it 'would be just a grid or better, a room or an apartment - completely covered with lines of variable
inflection' (p.27). Following Deleuze's drawing of the 'Baroque House" as an
allegory of Leibniz's philosophical engagement, after WOfflin's formal analysis
of the baroque architecture, I wiU seek references that could suggest a
connection between the folding principle and the transparency effect.
A series of questions emerged in my attempt to explore and extend
Deleuze's concept of the baroque fold, by "entering" the baroque house. What
are the implications of Deleuze's enquiry in terms of form, space and perception
in relation to modern architecture, and how do the baroque opacity and
reflection become transparency? For Deleuze, baroque is a question of folding.
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unfolding and refolding folds and pleats of matter. But what would the baroque
be if iiKdter Twtre

and folding a tKuuqamamry ieKec# licnv # it

possible to fold a concept?
Since "becoming" involves an undergoing transformation similar to
folding, I believe thuat thare aj%»noiarusweiM\ but perpetually folded questions of
the essence of the folding principle: 'a material phenomenon' and

a

metaphysical idea' which is both 'abstract... and specific... immaterial and
elusive... physical and formal... at the same momenf (Vilder, 2000, p. 219).
If we want to explore Deleuze's writing on baroque further, we have to practise
his own words 'fold according to fold' and that 'the problem is not how to
finish a fold, but how to continue it, to have it go through the ceiling, how to
bring it to the infinity' (Deleuze, 1993, p. 34).
Deleuze's The Fold, Leibniz and the Baroque could be considered an uncompleted work because it poses questions and generates new concepts which
open up vast fields of possible applications in theoretical and practical fields.
Firstly, because of the nature of the concept "fold " and secondly because the
way that Deleuze treats the subject is typical of his work.i
An important aspect of Deleuze's work is the way he raises ideas from
single and simple forms, such as smooth and striated, rhizome, fold, nomad,
strata and becoming. Deleuze s and Guattari's consistent philosophical methods
are directed towards philosophy as an expression of thought and the creation of
new concepts-events.^ It is also clear that the author returns to ideas that have
occupied his philosophical activity in different periods. Concept-events, ideas
are integrated into new philosophical contexts and produce others.

2.1

The implications of form in Deleuze s work.

In Deleuze, form plays a vital role. It determines relations and infrastructures. It
is this that he defines as 'a veritable becoming, a becoming-wasp of the orchid
and a becoming-orchid of the wasp' (Deleuze, 1988, p. 10). The question of
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becoming is important if we want to investigate the baroque fold further,
because baroque is essentially the style of mbctures. Heavy, sculptural material,
decorative stucco and paintings are incorporated in the architectural structure.
In this array of mixed diversities, "becoming" is an essential condition of
folding.) Hence, form is important, it is the vehicle of language wherein lies the
eventuality of the sense. According to Deleuze, form has a border-sense
(contour) and is subject to alterations. If form is the result of an entropic relation
of matter (cosmos) - as it is for a drop of water

the altered border-sense

(event) appears as the result of predictable relationships; the water becomes
vapour or ice. Event - the spatial-temporal dimensions of sense - however,
crosses the border of any signification towards a vast unexplored language
(chaosmos).^ How can we define spatiality when forms (under the condition of
enclosure) contain consumed energy - an inert sense? We could possibly
accomplish thzLtl^yzLssiimiryf a rhizomatic form where the line no longer forms
a contour, and instead passes between things, between points' (Deleuze and
Guattari, 1988, p. 505), and defining the space in-between. This sort of line is the
event itself that does not circumscribe limits of signification but inscribes
activated forces, it opens and exposes forms in such a transgression suspended
on the threshold of the void ... to the rolling back of the eye: the spasm'
(Martin, %-C, 1996, p.22).5 The event creates an interactive open system of
possible actualisation, where the water becomes slime, a "body" populated by
organic and inorganic substances. In this mixture of aggregates and becomings
the 'matter that reveals its texture becomes raw material, just as form that
reveals its folds, becomes force' (Deleuze, 1993, p. 34).
Since 'the fold affects all material' then 'it becomes expressive matter' and
therefore 'it determines and materializes form' in an 'infinite work in progress',
where matter and form have been replaced by material and force (Deleuze,
1993, p. 34).
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Deleuze (1993) begins 'The New Harmony' chapter of The Fold with a
hypothesis-question: 'If the Baroque is defined by the fold that goes out to
infinity, how can it be recognised in its most simple form?' (p. 121).
Forms appear simple, and their simplicity lies in the complex functions
of their elementary structures. In Latin, plex means fold; therefore, what is
simple is one time folded (sin-plex), what is double is two times folded, what is
multiple is many times folded and what is complex is within folds.^ Perhaps
this etymological sequence reveals the meaning of fold in its most elementary
form - that of multiplicity.
What Deleuze suggests is a macroscopic and microscopic view of forms
with fractal-like structures similar to Van Koch's curve (Fig.2) and Sierpensky's
sponge (Fig.3).^ In this context, the baroque form assumes the characteristics of
barely a fagade, which becomes more a surface than volume, similar to illusory
baroque painted spaces, where surface resembles volume, where figures are
distributed according to spatial forces and the collapse of the "classical" frame.
In this curvilinear space of material and forces, which is 'more than a line and
less than a surface' 'inflection becomes inclusion (just as Mallarme writes that
folding becomes layering)' and form becomes the vibratory plan of matter, an
oscillating chord (Deleuze, 1993, p. 31).

t '

Fig.2. Van Koch's curve: more than a line, less than a surface. The middle third
of segment AE (1) is removed and replaced with the triangle BCD (2). In (3), this
operation repeated separately for each of the segments AB, AC, CD and DE.
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This yields an angled line of equal segments (4), and so on, ad infinitum. The
end result is a "curve" composed of an infinitive number of angled points that
preclude any tangent being drawn to any of their points. The length of the
curve is infinite and its dimension is higher than one: it represents a space of
1.261859 dimensions (log 4/Iog3 exactly) (Deleuze and Guattari, 1988, p. 487).

V

ii

:h:

Fig.3. 'Sierpensky's sponge: more than a surface, less than a volume. The law
according to which this cube was hollowed can be understood intuitively at a
glance. Each square hole is surrounded by eight holes a third its size. These
holes are in turn surrounded by eight holes, also a third their size. And so on
endlessly. The illustrator could not represent the infinity of holes of decreasing
size beyond the fourth degree, but it is plain to see that this cube is in the end
infinitively hollow. Its total volume approaches zero, while the total lateral
surface of the hollowings infinitively grows. This space has a dimension of
2.7268. It therefore lies between a surface (with a dimension of 2) and a volume
(with a dimension of 3). "Sierpensky's rug" is one of these cubes; the
hollowings are then squares and the dimension of the "surface" is 1.2618. From
Studies in Geometry by Leonard M. Blumenthal and Karl Menger'. (Deleuze and
Guattari, 1988, p. 487).

2.2 The implications of space in Deleuze's work

Deleuze investigates the baroque fold mainly through its representation in
baroque art, music and architecture with some examples from modem art.® But
there are many representations in the history of art where fabric and clothing
are virtually indivisible from the body, almost as an extension of each other's
qualities, attributing and expressing symbolic values. The representation of the
body has always been within the representation of folds. 'There are all kinds of
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folds coming from the East, Greek, Roman, Romanesque, Gothic, Classical
folds' 9 (Deleuze, 1993, p. 3). Baroque, according to Deleuze, is the culture of
excess, where folds are present in every artistic expression. Architects, sculptors
and painters worked together to create what we call the 'bel composto' of
baroque composition, where architecture became trompe Toeil and painting the
illusion of space.^^ Bramante's painted illusionistic apse of the 1480s at "Santa
Maria presso S. Satiro" in Milan (Fig. 4) is evidence of the forthcoming change
on space representation in architecture, consolidated later in the Baroque
period. Gianlorenzo Bernini in his Scala Regia (Fig. 5) - built between 1663 and
1666 in the Vatican Palace - transformed physical volume into illusory space
through the illusion of the perspective. Andrea Pozzo, in his Apotheosis q/^ Sf.
Tgmizio (1691-94) in the church of St. Ignazio in Rome, created a monumental
illusory painting (Fig. 6). What is remarkable about these three examples is that
we do not experience space within our perceptions only as a physical
dimension, but as space that exists as pure illusion. The Choir Grill in Fig. 7
exceeds these baroque values giving a significant turn: space is perceived not
only through the grilled vertical distribution of lines, but as a diagram, a grid
which divides the physical space and unifies it as illusion, projection and
texture.^^
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Fig. 4 Donate Bramante, Painted IHusionistic Apse, 1480s, S. Maria
presso S. Satiro, Milan.

Fig. 5 Gianlorenzo Bemini, Scala Regia, 1636-66, Vatican Palace (left).

Fig. 6 Andrea Pozzo, The Apotheosis of St. Ignatius, 1691-94, S. Ignatio, Rome
(right).
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sesaa
Fig. 7 Vincenz Nussbaumer, Choir Grill, 1675-85,
Eisiedeln Monastery, Switzerland.
The innovation of the baroque was a first step towards the use of mixed
expressive media and a consideration of space as a textured surface, where
illusion takes place as the actualisation of the virtual. Folded matter is
presented literally in the work of diverse artists of the period, such as in
Bernini's sculpture The Ecstasy of Santa Teresa (Fig. 8), where the folds of the
tunic express the ecstatic and spiritual state of a body that is almost floating. In
El Greco's painting Opening of the Seventh Seal (Fig. 9) bodies, rocks, sky and
clouds are folded in a continuous variation of coloured matter, in such a way
that it is difficult to distinguish where one figure ends and the other begins.
These exemplary works represented the baroque essence of the folded matter as
opaque and reflective.
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Fig. 8 Gianlorenzo Bernini, The Ecstasy of St. Tereza, 1645-52, Cornaro Chapel, S.
Maria della Vittoria, Rome (left).
Fig. 9 El Greco, The Opening of the Seventh Seal, 1500, Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York (right).

In the above cases, space is represented through the folds of matter in a
folding process as an 'accumulation of proximities', where 'each accumulation
defines a zone of indiscemibility, proper to "becoming" (more than a line less
than a surface; less than a volume and more than a surface)' (Deleuze and
Guattari, 1988, p. 488).

2.2.1 The Baroque House, the folding effect

Deleuze (1993) considers the "Baroque House" as 'a windowless' two-storeyed
building, where the monad-event is folding, unfolding and refolding within the
'realisation of phenomena in the body' (p. 120). I wonder what happens when
the first window appears and the light illuminates the obscure depth of the
monad. What does it mean to be illuminated by a framed source of light, or by
its extension, projected in the form of a shadow? The concept itself probably
needs to be folded, unfolded and refolded again. Deleuze describes the
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"Baroque House" as a solid, opaque or shining matter, but never transparent.
What would Deleuze's interpretation of the fold be if the matter was translucent
or transparent, as it is in modern architecture, especially in mirror-like glass
buildings? The Crystal Palace (Fig. 10), buUt on the occasion of the Great
Exhibition of 1851 in London, was one of the first examples of architecture that
introduced the beginning of the modem era and the end of a long architectural
tradition based on the remains of classicism. This is not the only example of
such an ambitious emblematic monument. The Eiffel Tower (built in 1889)
represents the same aesthetic criteria as the gardens and green houses of the
same period in Europe. Prefabricated metal structures and glass substituted
traditional building materials as a result of industrialisation. It was not until
almost more than half a century later that architecture began to integrate both
interior and exterior landscape as indivisible architectural qualities.

Fig. 10 Joseph Paxton, Crystal Palace, 1851, London.
When Deleuze (1993) contemplates baroque architecture, he refers to the
'Baroque maimer" of Le Corbusier's Abbey of La Tourette, in 'which light
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enters only through orifices, so well bent that nothing on the outside can be
seen through them, yet they illuminate or colour the decor of a pure inside' (p.
28). However, Walter Gropius' Bauhaus building in Dessau confronts Le
Corbusie/s "Baroque maimer". Deleuze expresses the "new harmony" between
inside-outside by this confrontation of two principles, a "bearing one" (W.
Gropius) and a "covering one" (Le Corbusier) (p. 35).

Modem architecture, freed from classicism and the legacy of tradition,
deals with space as a unity, not only by applying ambitious controversial
aesthetic criteria, but by considering space as an effective living non-static
organism, which integrates all possible definitions and representations of space
such as social space^ urban space etc. Peter Eisenman applied significant aspects
of Ckdeiux/s theorkx^ such as becoming, rhLaonw^ sniooth and struUedL but
especially the fold, to his mc«t recent projects. This is how he dkscrHxsTHhe
Aik&acdKcebuHdh^fuiTokyo:
The building's concept is related to this perpetual state of becoming:
this evolution/ involution. The typological 'el' frees its own folds
from their usual subordination to the finite body, emerging from the
context, to fold/ unfold, contract/dilate, envelop/ develop,
evolve/ involve, compress/ explode in a matter-fold participation that
is a matter-time, in which phenomena are like a continuous
discharge... The building evades its Cartesian definition: not
representing an essential form, but a form becoming' (Architectural
Design^ Profile No. 102, p. 28).
Thus, folding does not produce literally folded forms, but it is a process itself.
The influence of Deleuze here sets a relation between Deleuze's baroque
definition of the fold, Leibniz, and Eisemann's recent projects. The Rebstock
Park in Frankfurt in 1992 - which presented for the first time his architectural
concept of the fold - and the Alteka Office Building in Tokyo are a literal
example of Deleuze's theoretical influence, which is epitomised in the Naples
TAV Station project in 2003 (Fig. 11,12,13,). Another example of "folding" in
architecture is the First Interstate Bank Tower in Dallas, a project by architect
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Henry Cobb, where the architectural form becomes immaterial, a set of folded
reflective surfaces (Fig.l3).

Fig. 11 Peter Eisenman, Volumetric concept for Restockpark, 1992,
Frankfurt, Germany.
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Fig. 12 Peter Eisenman, Alteka Office Building, 1991, Tokyo, Japan.
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Fig. 13 Giuseppe Sarunartino, Veiled Christ, 1753, Cappella Sansevero Naples
(top) and detail.
Peter Eisemnan, Naples TAV Station, 2003, Naples, Italy (presentation model of veiled
roof). It is obviously P. Eisenman's reference to G. Sanmartino's work, (bottom)
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Fig. 14 Henry Cobb, Interstate Bank Tower, Dallas, USA.
What is interesting is how the theoretical support of these projects is visually
manifested and how they are related to the fold and the Baroque, and even
more to Deleuze's work.
There is a whole generation of architects that have abandoned the
"classical" frame and the modernist legacy of the angular by adopting more an
organic curvilinear design, which is emphatically visible in Frank Ghery's
Guggenheim Museum in

Bilbao.^^

In Earth Moves, Bernard Cache (1995) brings forward two concepts —
inflection and framing—, which are essential in Deleuze's interpretation of the
fold and the baroque.^^ Inflection for Cache 'is a sign that describes surfaces of
variable curvature', it 'makes the centre of curvature change sides on either side
of the line or the surface' (p. 78). 'Space is thus no longer a juxtaposition of
basins but a surface of variable curvature' where 'no settling is possible in such
a landscape' because variable curvature turn us into nomads' (p. 40). In
reference to Cache's concept of inflection, Deleuze (1993) notes that 'inflection is
the pure event of the line or the point, the Virtual, ideality par excellence' (p.
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15). In reference to the three transformations that inflection takes according to
Cache (vectorial^ projective, variation), Deleuze points out that 'inflection itself
becomes vortical, and at the same time its variation opens onto fluctuaticMi, it
becomes fluctuation ... that brings the fold or the variation to infinity' (pp. 1718). Frame for Cache (1995) is not a rigorous geometrical limited space, but an
architectural 'topological operator' where frame is 'crossed through by a
Moebius strip... [PJassing over to the inside of the frame only sends us back to
the outside of the strip' as a fold that takes us from geography to facing' (p. 72).
It is here where baroque frame collapses by becoming fagade and screen, where
Bergson's concept of image founds its place of actualised phenomena and
Deleuze's fold founds its topological situs made of lines of variable inflection.
Cache's Earf/i Mows is taking architecture to an "architecture of vision" from
the "bearing principle" and the "covering principle" to the spatial ambiguity of
a collapsed frame, where folding is the fluctuation of light that interacts
between the inside and the outside.

On the other hand, CaregggrlLgmn's (1999) theoretical investigation on the
folding principle in architecture sets the ground for a further engagement with
Deleuze's concepts. Through an "animate form" he resets the relationship
between body, geometry and architecture (as aU architecture does) by
attempting a redefinition of such a relation through morphological variations.
These are based upon biomorphic structures of vectorial properties,
multiplicities and "amorphous" possible geometries. Flows of such variations
and conceptual diagrams define 'animation' which 'implies the evolution of a
form and its shaping forces; it suggests animalism, animism, growth, actuation,
vitality and virtuality' (p. 9).
Lyim's architectural practice is linked directly to Leibniz through
Deleuze's

observations

on

'[w]hat

metaschematism', which
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Leibniz

calls

metamorphosis

or

not only involves the initial property of bodies - in other words,
their capacity to envelop infinitely and, up to a certain point, develop
their specific parts - but also the second property, the fluxion that
causes parts endlessly to leave their specified aggregate in order to
enter into entirely different aggregates that are differently specified
(Deleuze, 1993,p. 115).
Vilder (2001) notes that Lynn's animate architecture, such as the project for
Cardiff Opera House in Fig. 15, 'would be to construct not so much a folded
skin, the severed fagade or twisted bodywork, nor the all-enclosing interior as
an independent and windowless entity, but rather the fold itself' (p. 232).

Fig. 15 Greg Lynn, Cardiff Bay Opera House Competition, 1994, Computergenerated bird's eye view (Vilder, 2001).

2.2.2 The Baroque House, the transparency effect
Before I proceed with a description of the "Baroque House" as an allegory, it is
important to explain the notion of t r a n s p a r e n c y T h e perception of the
transparency effect depends upon three factors: medium, substance and layers.
Medium defines the space between bodies or forms, as a vehicle. Substance is
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the see-through colourful matter, such as air, sky, glass etc., which preserves the
qualities of the background, sometimes distorted because of its thickness.
Layers are surfaces of matter textured by light. Thus, the see-through
experience becomes a see-through experience of textures, such as films, filters
and meshes. If we examine buildings where glass is the dominant material, we
will notice that the exterior reflected onto thw%ur]oiirrcMnecl!9ujdbices;iiifhi€%i&x!s oiir
perception of volume, depth and perspective. Each exterior point of view
reveals glass buildings with reflective multiple side fagade, instead cdEtlie iisuai
unique baroque frontal facade. Hence, volume is reduced to the faw^ade and the
urban fabric to a continuum of reflected textures and folded volumes (Fig. 16),
whereas in baroque architecture (Fig. 17), fagade is perceived only by frontal
points of view as an opaque and heavy screen. In both figures, the monad
remains unperceivable and preserves its integrity on the inside - either under
multiple reflections of glass surfaces or behind a singular opaque fagade. It is a
theatrical stage-like perception. But under these similarities lies an essential
difference. In each case the monad experiences the interior and perceives the
exterior in different ways. 'Baroque architecture can be defined by this severing
of the fagade from the inside, of the interior from the exterior, and the
autonomy of the interior from the independence of the exterior. But in such
conditions that each of the two terms thrusts the other forward' (Deleuze, 1993,
p. 28). Conditions that may exist under openness and exposure where activated
forces make contamination possible, a becoming: architecture as an open
interactive system.
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Fig. 16 Palais des Halles, Paris (left).
Fig. 17 Giacomo della Porta, Jesus Church, 1575, Rome (right).
The illusion of space that is typical of the baroque interior, in modem
glass buildings is manifested in the reflective fagade. Fagade is the edge
(contour) that in the context of the fold becomes dimension and event. In
modern architecture exterior and interior space are projected onto the fagade as
reflection, and transparency reveals landscape as an interior. The adorned
interior of several modern buildings with plants and even trees - natural or
artificial - is an attempt to simulate the exterior. Depth becomes reflection, and
the perspective a trompe 1' oeil. Light is important, as it defines edges, surfaces
and volumes and, therefore, space. Thus, light is an essential condition or factor
of the illusory space, of the appearances and the phenomenon, the visible. If
these are considerations on the perception of the fagade from the exterior how
could the monad be placed inside the phenomenon, inside a luminous
transparent cell where it perceives the exterior in its totality (Fig. 18,18a)?
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Fig. 18 Philip Johnson, Glass House, 1949, New Canaan, CT, USA.

Fig. 18a Philip Johnson, Glass House, 1949, New Canaan, CT, USA.

In Deleuze's work, interior space expresses the integrity and sufficiency
of the monad in accordance with expressive matter, therefore matter defines the
body. Deleuze (1993) appears not to consider transparency as a quality of
matter but as a medium that is almost transparent. He comments on Mallarme's
"unanimous fold": 'We glimpse the visible through the mist as if through the
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mesh of a veil, following the creases that allow as to see stone in the opening of
their inflections. It is because we have a clear zone that we must have a body
charged with travelling through it or exploring it, from birth to death' (p. 30).
Light, which is an essential condition for the transparency effect, exists for
Deleuze as a 'differential relation dy/dx=Y of two degrees of chiaroscuro'
produced by imperceptible sources of light through the folds of the matter (p.
88). How then can the monad have a body vvitlw3titi2X]3eai(%icirigtlie light? For
Deleuze, the monad includes the luminous and the obscure, the matter and the
soul, the perceptible and the perceived. If we look further into the "Baroque
House" and its division into two floors, upper and lower, some significant
differences emerge from our perceptions of the monad according to matter. For
Leibniz and Deleuze, [fjolds replace holes' as a grid, but in the case of
transparency, folds become holes by extending the folding principle (Deleuze,
1993, p. 27). Folding is not a question of replacing, but of becoming.
Transparency does not replace opacity and reflection^ but coexists with them as
complementary qualities of matter. It is also a quality of some materials, natural
or synthetic according to its relation to light, for example, glass or perspex.
What transparency does is to reveal the structure, the grid. In architecture the
structure is what a skeleton is for the body, it holds and reveals the form. At
this point, it is important to refer to Deleuze's interest in Bacon's paintings. His
monographic volume Frands

La

dg Za sgMsafioM, published in 1981

illustrates clearly his interest in aesthetic issues in painting, such as figure and
colour, from a philosophical perspective inspired by the "body without organs"
of A. Artaud.^^ In Francis Bacon's paintings, bodies are folded under systolic
and diastolic forces as boneless textured flesh. Folded bodies are aggregates
over bent structures. In a similar way, in architecture we have a folded surface
over a bent structure. It is rare to find examples of architecture where folding is
presented as aggregate-like material as flesh is for the body. Perhaps by
following Lynn's (1993) suggestion: If there is a single effect produced in
architecture by folding, it will be the ability to integrate unrelated elements
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within new continuous mixture. Simon Rodia's Watt Towers reflects exactly
this practice by bringing matter into structure and revealing structure as an
aggregate of heterogeneous materials (Fig. 19)^^. Thus, the skeleton or the frame
(segments of space) is the flesh distributed in a 'continuous variation of matter
as a continuous development of form' in a mesh of apertures and enclosures
where matter unifies and divides the interior from the exterior as a spatial
compound (Lynn, 1999, p. 19). In Watt Towers microscopic matter (mortar, tiles,
glass, steel etc.) form a macroscopic intersected structure of a textured surface
in a continuous inflection. As Harris (2005) notes. Watt Towers
take shape as Leibniz's Baroque house as remodelled by Moebius,
with a nod to Escher. There is no longer a vector that differentiates a
lower floor with windows of perception and an upper floor with
folds of soul. At the Watt Towers, one is rather going up the down
staircase, caught in an escalating experience where perception and
concept enter into a chase after another; at the moment they appear
as one they flip into the other (p. 57).^®

Fig. 19 Simon Rodia, The Watt Towers, 1921-1955, Nuestro Pueblo, Los
Angeles, USA.
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2.2.3 The two floors
Following Deleuze's thought and the allegorical representation of the "Baroque
House" as a two-storeyed building, it is evident that space is divided in two
floors - the lower and the upper floor. However, it is important to understand
Deleuze's "fold" represented in Fig. 20 and compare it to Fig. 21 and the idea of
transparency. Fig. 20, according to Deleuze, represents the placement of the
monad on the inside of a two-storeyed baroque building. This explains, in a
way, the location and relation of the monad to the inside-outside, up and down,
texture and depth, as in Fig. 21 the monad becomes the relation between layers.
Layers define thickness and consequently volume. With the following figures I
will explain the importance and role of light on perceptions within Deleuze's
baroque context. The hidden obscure depth of the monad (Fig.20) exists
through the thickness of the matter not penetrated by light. Whereas in Fig. 21 it
exists through the micro-macro particles of the same matter distributed in
layers. Matter such as glass reveals surface and depth as illusion, as a
continuous flux, a trompe 1' oeil.

closed private room,
decorated with a 'drapery
diversified by folds'

common rooms, with
'several small openings:' the five senses

The Baroque House (an allegory)

Fig. 20 The Baroque House (an allegory), (Deleuze, 1988, p. 5).
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Fig. 21 The neo-baroque house (an allegory). The building is a unit of
transparent overlapping layers it has no openings, no windows or upper and
lower divisions and it preserves its integrity on the inside as a grid made by
horizontal and vertical layering.

The neo-baroque house is presented as an extension, as an expanded volume of
that imperceptible source of light, which in Fig. 20 creates the chiaroscuro on
the lower floor. This volume is made by aggregates of transparent matter as a
'felt that is obtained by simple pressing' (Deleuze, 1993, p. 115).

Thus, light

becomes that fluctuating matter which is a 'sufficient reason' for the monad,
and glass (transparent matter) is the in-between, the medium that reveals the
inside and outside as an integrity, whereas Deleuze's monad is windowless, it is
a cell, a self-contained body, 'an inside without an outside' (p. 28). Therefore,
the obscure depths of the monad will remain unrevealed because the experience
of the monad is similar to an incubator in which it experiences everything on
the inside, in the aseptic environment of a transparent cell. This is the habitat of
the monad, an incubator instead of a sacristy or a crypt This is the new
generation of monads of the third species, of inorganic or mechanical bodies.
Deleuze observes that 'inorganic bodies are less composite or corporal
substances

than

substantial

components,

semisubstances,

or

sorts

of

substantiants' and continues 'insofar as they are bodies, or actualised
phenomena, they "have" monads... In short, inorganic bodies have forces,
monads, and a third species of monad.'

Deleuze, calls them 'defective or

degenerated' monads of a 'mechanical linkage' (p. 116).^°
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tlte rrworuidw: eaJarberKze aund
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rrw3\ruigr tlircnigrh tbwe jGh/e cxpenirygs thuat connespHond to liie semsess tx) idie
iUiiminated upper floor. It is this differential relation between the lower and the
upper, the barrier

" or Van Koch's curve where perception take place as in

Baroque music: 'I produce an accord each time I can establish in a sum of
infinitely tiny things differential relations that will make possible an integration
of the sum - in other words, a clear and distinguished perception. It is a filter, a
selection' (p. 130). It is this filter-like relation between layers, the lower and the
upper, the surface and the depth projected onto the same perceptible level, onto
the membrane or fagade that applies to the exterior-interior. 'In effect,
differential relations indeed fill the role of a filter -and already of an infinity of
filters - since they let through only mini perceptions, that in each instance they
can furnish a relatively clear perception' (p. 91). Thus, fold is moving; 'it is an
extremely sinuous fold, a zigzag, a primal tie that cannot be located', it is
without a locus as a flux between (Deleuze, 1993, p. 120).
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If we refer to Deleuze's allegoric representation of the baroque as a twostorey building we can see that 'each monad expresses the world 1/ OO, but
clearly expresses only one particular zone of the world 1/n' under the
conditions of closure and selection (p. 130). What Fig. 21 represents is a new
notion of the monadic essence. Once we have experienced the conditions of
closure and selection we become incompossible monads in order to create a
new texture^ a sort of 'neighbourhood of singularities', an inclusion in flux (Fig.
22, 23). 'Incompossibles can be called (1) the series' of monads 'that diverge,
and that from then on belong to two possible worlds/ - one of convergence and
another of divergence - 'and (2) monads of which each expresses a world
different from the other' ((Deleuze, 1993, p. 60). At this point it is important to
consider modem multi-floor buildings and

in particular skyscrapers,

emphasising more on the folding principle as a process rather than a form It is
clear that a vertical expansion of the elementary relation between the two floors
is a vertical layering of the same monadic principle that Deleuze suggests with
Fig 20.

Fig. 22a illustrates the horizontal flux and perceptions between and
through the vertical layers, whereas Fig. 22b represents a vertical version,
where perceptions are possible through horizontal layers. Thus, the question is
not how to preserve the monad within the dualism outside/inside, up and
down, open and close, matter and soul, but how to place it between, on the
'and', on the barrier ' — ' which invokes them both as a projection. It is the
same barrier:

where Giorgio Agamben (1993) places the

which is the

'fold that gathers and divides all things in the "putting together" of presence.'^
This is the essence of the rhizomatic multiplicity the 'and ... and ... and . . . ' a
vectorial 'conjunction' that 'carries enough force' (Deleuze, 1987, p. 25).
Following Deleuze's suggestion of multiplicity - 'fold according to fold' -, floor
is ceiling and vice versa, perception is not between but within singularities.
Thus, wider perception requires a multiple view of singularities.
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Fig. 22 new texture (a. horizontally and b. vertically distributed incompossible
"transparent" monads).

b.
Fig. 23 texture (Deleuze, 1993, p. 36), 22b new texture (inclusion in flux).

2^

Perception, folding and the transparency effect

Transparency reveals the monad as a body, which reflects, transmits and
absorbs with \rari()ius irUxaru&Bby: It rerveals tlie

aus a Ikiyier txetvvxeen lanfeais.

Space, which is important because we must place the monad in it, becomes an
infinite habitat, a locus in Hux. The monadic perspective becomes nomadic
because the bodies 'identify variation and trajectory' (Deleuze, 1993, p. 137).
Did Richard Long have knowledge of Deleuze's thoughts when he was walking
across deserts and mountains throwing and collecting stones? I suppose not.
But in Richard Long's walks, stepping defines trajectory and throwing
variation. Deleuze's fold has a fluxible perspective, it becomes a point between
points, 'the world itself, or rather its beginning', as Klee said, 'a site of
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cosmogenesis', 'a non dimensional point', 'between dimensions' the seeingthrough the minimum possible matter (Deleuze, 1993, p. 15).

For Dan Graham, the mirror facades of the skyscrapers that turn glass into
a picture of the sky, into an image of the adjacent urban landscape are forms of
allegorical representation of power and space.

This illusory function of

architecture and what it represents in morphological terms is for Graham the
conceptual tool that has the form of a pavilion. In 1978 he made the Adjacent
Pavilions for Documenta in Kassel (Fig. 24) commenting on the baroque
architectural complex that hosted the exhibition. His Pavilions are 'Utopian
because both transparency and the reflection can be seen at once from both
sides of the wall' by 'using curved and anamorphic shapes, trying to turn
Minimalist space into Baroque space' by shifting viewers' point of view, by
splitting perspectives through reflective surfaces, two way-mirrors and
transparent screens creating a sort of cinematic special effects.^ Transparency
or, better, the transparency effect is the perception of a totally folded space,
where folding is the result of a relation among light textured surfaces.

Fig. 24 Dan Graham, Two adjacent pavilions, 1978-81.
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()f <1 leiis thuat rruigpnifies; clLstcwMbs jairdiiiiruaiiises ]3€i]nce]pticHis litue Daun (jkciharr^s
(ZXciilusin Tlbe (]%wfdb%nM's f^aznMiofz (1S%*9).23 A/boruads tN2c()melenw*2s tnit, atxon/e ziU,
singularities of multiple perceptions. According to Deleuze (1993)/ singularity is
inflection, it
is tlie cLxis cf tlie (niiire frcxm tlie c()n(:a\re sicle iru&ofzurias tlwe rrwaruacl's
point of view is denied according to relations of perspective; ... it is
what is remarkable, according to differential relations that in the
monad are constituting perception. We shall observe that a fourth
kind of singularity can be added, one that makes up maximal and
minimal "extrema" in matter of extension (p. 91).
We can interpret Deleuze's thoughts on singularity as a monad-lens that
perceives as an enormous eye-lens, the size of a transparent body. What are
perceived between and through bodies are light textures. This is probably the
dimension of the new 'Baroque House"; an eye-like lens monad the size of a
chapel or a cupola (as Deleuze prefers) with telescopic or microscopic qualities.
What Deleuze stresses when discussing the double nature of the monad is that
a monad has a clear and distinct zone that emerges from obscurity. But now the
monad is the clear and distinct zone, it is the visible singularity "all the way
through"; it is pure light and texture. Obscurity has been overpowered by
clarity. What is still obscure does not belong to the monad but boitspHtqecUcH^
its shadow and reflection. It belongs to the further unexplored dimension, to the
body projected towards an unexplored surface of cosmic dust. 'But the essence
of the Baroque is that it is given unity, through a projection that emanates from
a summit as a point of view' (Deleuze, 1993, p. 124). If obscurity is still a
sufficient reason for the fold, it is perceived as the projection of a monadic
environment. By "environment" I mean aU these aggregated perceptions of
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private and collective relations between singularities. In the case of the layerlike transparent monad, depth and obscurity are a blurred perception of the
event projected onto the surface as texture.^^ Here, the monad becomes the
trompe I'oeil itself, the illusory space of the baroque painting. Because 'the
essence of the Baroque entails neither falling into nor emerging from illusion
but rather realising something in illusion itself (p. 125). The monad is the event
itself, like 'resemblance is like a "projection": pain or colour are projected on the
vibratory plan of matter, somewhat in the way that a circle can be projected
onto a plane as a parabola or a hyperbola' (p. 95).^ This is essentially what the
monad becomes: a vibratory plan of miatter, a lens of diastolic and systolic
properties.
What does the perception between lens-like bodies become in the baroque
context of private and collective bodies? And if such perceptions are
hallucinatory where is the monad moving? light rays are folded and folded
again ad infinitum, travelling from surface to surface, penetrating bodies by
oscillating matter in such a way as to reveal everything as a texture made up of
aggregates of tiny prismatic crystalline particles.^ If light is the "sufficient
reason" and the monad has a lens-like form, bodies are light textured surfaces.
The baroque cupola described by Deleuze as the figure 'par excellence' is no
longer a close interior site, but a concave crystalline lens, which permits
multiple perceptions within its integrity (Fig. 25). The apex of such a cupola is
placed on the surface textured by light, therefore within perceptions. I am
"having a body" within its perceptions. Private and collective bodies are
distinguished according to their multiple hallucinatory perceptions. Event is
moving from each perception to another as a ray of light folded in a prismatic
way by lens-like bodies. What the baroque cupola does is to conform its
integrity within dual perceptions of conflicts of opposites such as in-out, upperlower, private and public. The question that arises is not how to preserve our
integrity as bodies within such conflicts but how to project ourselves by
extension on the textured surface where light permits fluctuation. Thus
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perception becomes pure light and texture of a 'crystal-image or hyalosign: the
uniting of an actual image and a virtual image to the point where they can no
longer be distinguished' (Deleuze, 1994, p. 335).

Fig. 25 Decimus Burton and Richard Turnt, view of the narrow south end of
Palm House, Royal Botanic Gardens, 1844-48, Kew, England.

Such is the description of matter by Deleuze (1993); aggregates of
organisms that form a texture and baroque matter as 'in philosophy as in
science as in art, has to go up to that point, to a texturology' (p. 125). This is
actually what we have become: phenomena and consequently defective
monads. So far, something has changed in the way the monad perceives.
Leibniz's monadic world is folded upon itself. "Having a body" is no longer the
consciousness of an aggregate of organisms folded over a bent structure, but a
virtual trait of textured layers.
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\vill isxjplcMPe lbGLrcK]ue fearbuunes isucti cws inesanntxlance aunwi Ibexliii*^ aus lAnell zis
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exendse <&nd peraqpHoncd^ povwa^
which could possibly suggest a globalisation of baroque aesthetic.

After the publication of T%e

in an interview with R. Maggiori

published in "Liberation" in 1988, IDekniaeiidivered a clear idea of the fold
c()rK:e%)t: "(Zhie (does iuicleed isiicl j&olcls eryaryiArhiare: irii^xjcs^ rivers^ aund tvocxdU^
in organisms, in the head or brain, in souls or thought, in what we caU the
plastic arts... But that doesn't make the fold universal... It's a "differentiator", a
"differential" ... In Leibnitz's words "a dance of particles folding back on
themselves."'^ This kind of "reflectiveness" of matter in continuous movement
is what constitutes and defines the fold as transitional and therefore
" transhistorical". In the sense that characteristics like resemblance, texture and
surface can be found in diverse art practices and styles, in diverse historical
periods but also in recent political ideas in conjunction with Deleuze's and
Guattari's influential political contribution.^
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According to Deleuze, the baroque fold becomes visible in Klee's
cLnnvingp zurd evesi audible in }. C^y^^s 4'33 ("6yur rnuiute^ thir^^ihree
SKSCCMnds"). 13ut vvlhart Ihuis t^exzoiiie ()f thwe {xictcorial fcxbdk; lof 131 (^rnecc) iri la cnwlture
where information textures, "tableau" and folded matter (information)
resemble a new order of things? It is evident that the baroque fold has changed.
Computer technology and digital imaging for example, have transformed the
depth of field of the analogue photography into millions of pixels: definition
versus resolution and shooting versus capturing. Through the invention of
perspective and the baroque trompe 1' oeil, we observe a passage from the
representation of space to a full immersion into thelhyrperbeodhizJ spectacle. It is
something similar to having both experiences; that of the fictional and that of
the real. The moon landing, for instance, exists both as a fictional event and as a
documentary. When we watch a science fiction film of a moon-landing theme,
made before Apollo l i s expedition, we try to identify signs of resemblance
between the two events (fictional-real), even if we know which one is which.
However, when the overlapping events (moon landing) are fading within
layered memories — or as Deleuze (1994) put it after Bachelard that they 'are
"mutual images" where an exchange is carried ouf — the distinction between
fictional and real almost disappears (p.69). The above layering process could be
graphically compared to digital video/audio editing, where on the timeline an
icon resembles a frame and an event.^

The notion of physical becomes indivisible from the conception of virtual
in terms of how we make ourselves visible and therefore descriptive. The clue
to this lies probably in the equivalent for MrhW reaZify in Greek — eucovuo^
npaypoTUcbTqTa (iconic reality) — and the etymological origin of the word
iwMic, found in the Greek language: icon < eikos = eu(6g > eucbva (= image).
Therefore, virtual is synonymous to iconic, and virtual reality is iconic reality
(eucovucq npoypcrmcbTqTa). Thus, in order to distinguish art from other
expressive forms, it is called eucaoruo^ T^xvq (eikastiki techni), which means to
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conjecture by means of representation. There is obviously a derivative use of
the word "icon" in the Christian tradition asiArellias in the "icons" of computer
interface. Deleuze (1994) argues that '[t]he virtual must be defined as strictly a
part of the real object as though the ot^ect had on a part of itself in the virtual
into which it plunged as though into an objective dimension.' And he
continues: 'The virtual is opposed not to the real but to the actual. Tkg MrhW zs
yuHy reaZ m so

as zf w tzi/iwar (p. 208).^ Deleuze's idea of the virtual is more

linked to time after Henri Bergson's definition of virtual image as a
'recollection-image' that recalls the past and coexists in the present, which is the
actual image. Both the actual and the virtual form what Deleuze calls a crystalimage that embodies the 'most fundamental operation in time:... the split... the
point of indiscemibility of the two distinct images, the actual and the virtual' (p.
82).

Jean-Luc Nancy (19%) refers to the virtual in a comment on Gilles
Deleuze's philosophy 'in the sense in which we use this word today when we
speak, in a strangely indifferent way, of virtual reality or image-designating a
universe entirely formed from images, and not only images as high quality
illusions of the real, but rather, those that leave no place for the opposition
between the real and the image. The "virtual" world (conforming to the English
usage of the word) is the universe of image — effectivity' (p. 110).^ For Grau
(2003), '[t]he expression "virtual reality" is a paradox, a contradiction in terms,
and it describes a space of possibility or impossibility formed by illusionary
addresses to the senses' (p. 15).

Therefore, a virtual reality experience involves not only a set of images but
a sensorial physical engagement, which includes skin, organs and the nervous
system too. The body (organic flesh) is moving toward its symbiosis with the
electronic body of data flesh. Biology and technology merge in an encoding
process where the beholder or perceiving body realizes itself within perceptions
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as an active and shared component of a designed interface. Wave UFO is a work
of Mariko Mori that illustrates exactly this — the integration of breakthrough
technology in video projection and brainwave monitoring with sculpture and
spectator (Fig. 26a, 26b) We experience a transition from impression (viewer's
experience) to inscription (data encoding) and description (the "diegetic"
feature of the internet, which is based on hyper-textual structure). Nevertheless,
'vision permits an interface with the objects of the world, and thus emergence
of thought and the presence of the self is a function of the simultaneous
projection and introjection that defines the act of vision by means of
representation' (Bukatman, 1993, p. 136).

Fig. 26a Mariko Mori, Wave UFO, 2003, mixed media.

Fig. 26b Mariko Mori, Wave UFO, 2003, mixed media.
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vAicccDrdiryr tx) TCheleiizx! (19Skl), 're%)i%%se3iizdi()ri is «i sate c%f traunaceiicLErLbal
illtusioii' (p. (%5). ITierefcMre, pNer(%!pdi()n (ccmsists ibi tlie cxDirdbiruitiCKi cxf w/tuit vv\e
call interface in computer technology, and the sensorial experience. In writing
about illusion^ E.H. Gombrich (1996) comments that '[i]t consists...in the
conviction that there is only one way of interpreting the visual pattern in front
of us.'^ This applies to the external (in front of the body) visual patterns and the
judgment of appearances of something placed ''out there". However, this body
(observer) is not only ' convinced ' of a singular "point of view", but also
recognizes the effect (illusion) zis siicli. It is possible that perception and visual
interpretations such as illusion could open the way for models zmd definitions
and transcendental structures or textures of representation. If we agree with
M.M. Pontys formula of a phenomenological study on perception — "c/iiasm"
—, then the "illusory" visual pattern consists in its multiplicity and in the
obverse-reverse c/iiasmzc relation of sgeing and

sgen.*

Deleuze would probably agree that perception is the device, which
enables organic and inorganic systems to interfere mutually by defining and
encoding data; therefore "I have a body" is the consciousness of its
transcendental condition - from the actual to the virtual. Given this oscillating
state, it is possible to re-shape our perception models, since bodies become
perception models themselves; it is a matter of a "folding" process, where
subject and object define a new transitional order, in which digital technologies
permit such processes.

3.1 The baroque features of hypertexhial space
In this section, I will attempt to define the baroque character of the computer
desktop as a deceptively endless space, as well as that of the screen, the link,
and hypertext, through the definition of the baroque fold and Deleuze's views,
as presented in Tke

Wfrnzz amf fkg
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We will look in particular into

the fold and folding as an open system where a simple and complex virtual
space in its structure develops.

Etymological references and extensions of the word "fold" reveal the
meaning of fold in its most elementary form — that of multiplicity. It is evident
that the word fold itself is multiple-multiplex and complex. The issue is not
how to end a fold but how to extend it to the ceiling and from there to infinity,
according to Deleuze. In other words, it would be pointless to define
something, which is redefined by its own nature, it transforms and restructures.
Rather than make an extensive reference to Deleuze's Tkg foW, WbMzk awf
fAe

I will focus mainly on the perception of the fold and the baroque

style. In fact, what Deleuze proposes is an open system of possibilities and
interconnections of a complex "architecture of visual perception", the centre of
which is impossible to locate.
The baroque and the conceptual extensions of the fold may literally or
even metaphorically be detected in contemporary aesthetic issues, as well as the
aesthetics of new technologies, particularly the digital working environment. By
digital working environment I mean the activities that digital technology and
its applications have formed as such, either as a prerequisite or as a
complementary condition.

It is evident that within a decade and a half, the applications of computer
science in simple appliances of everyday use have enabled the user to get
accustomed to digital technology. Nowadays, personal computers, desktop or
portable, have become an integral part of everyday routine. For obvious
reasons, the computer has become our right hand at work, for a simple
calculation and database process, but even in the field of electronic commerce,
the PC is now a means of creativity, communication and entertainment. Part of
human activity, such as the desk of an office, has been transferred onto the
desktop of the computer screen. The natural environment of games has turned
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into a collective space of interactive entertainment, such as online gaming.
Thus, a relationship between the user and the medium has developed, based on
the simple — yet complex in their nature — needs of the user. The simpler a
click of the mouse seems the more complex the data processing carrying out the
command may be. Saving data in the computer's memory and recalling them
within a selection of icons and folders (Fig. 27a) suggests the topographical
memorizing system of spaces (Loci) as, for example, that of Giordano Bruno
and J. Romberch (Fig. 27b).^
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Fig. 27a The initial Apple HyperCard screen based on database development for
Glasgow Online program, a hypertext of community of information. (McAleese, 1999,
p. 66).

a

Fig. 27b Image used as a memorizing system based on a church.
From J. Romberch, Congestorioum artificiose memorie, Venetiis 1533 (Yates,
1992, p. 230).
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T n ^ f k s t c o m p u k f HMxk&s earned outinakUy

aUcuk±k%# and

M/ane rrweaunit f()r tbuosKB tamiUuar Twitii ctxmjpiiter (xzierice and ]pi%)gprairirniiig^ I^adbsr
()ru tlie (ie\relc)pmeiit cd(]WLII ^Grraqptiic IJswar Irdxarfaoe) cc*niiit)irbed Ibo tlie sgxrexicl
of computers and the understanding of their functions through options, clicks,
icoiis Awitii thue sirrHjltaneotu; ajppxsaunarwce (3f tbwe iisei/s ccRnmamd. /Is IVIaloolrn
Ivlc (ZuUkyuyrli (19*)8) piuisit, there aune jhunctions txased (ansgronlxdsTwre reoogrniiae
iri thwe iccxnu^ iui tlie (^pxtwons cxf thw: irwerui, tvlhicii zune jpAaoecl v/ithiii ai spwecific
TAnorldunyr lerryircxniiierit. TThue sryiriboLw: (jhaLracMber <)f Idie tvorlcunyf (am/ircKniiierit
(letanmirwes ()tur clioicies zLTKi comslates the ruitiural tools iii tlieir Eibedbnact zuid
concegptual sutxstance^ zus Idhe iiieciiumi iui lUhe ])rc);gi6im -- j%)r lesuarryple thwe
keyboard and a word processor.
The metaphor of the desktop created an illusion of a manipulable
discretionary symbolic environment on the screen. In essence, virtual
environments are an extension of this metaphor into a third
dimension^ which can be observed and lonaunijDukited frcxm eswcxzentric
and egogentric perspectives (Grau, 2003, p. 166).
John Walker^ s (1989) description of the interface gives a clear idea of the user's
experience. He points out that
[t]oday's fascination with user interfaces is an artifact of how we
currently operate computers - with screens, keyboards and pointing
devices. Earliest manipulations were direct: twiddling bit switches,
dedicated use. Next came branch jobs: stack of cards. Next
conversational, interactive, time-sharing. Next, text menu driven.
Next, graphical, object orientated, event-driven. Barriers were: first,
front panel; second: countertop; third, terminal; forth, menu
hierarchy; fifth, screen. What comes next is a cyberspace system that
provides a three-dimensional interaction experience that includes the
illusion that one is inside a world rather than observing an image (p.
441-M3). 10
Walker's observation brings forward the same aesthetic baroque features in
which the viewer is actively involved, integrated in the illusory space, as in
Andrea Pozzo's TTie ApofAgosis

igmzzio is realizing something in illusion

itself' (Deleuze, 1993, p. 125).
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But ill what way do the desktop, interface and hypertext bear baroque
features such as resemblance, illusion and trompe I'oeil? As we see in the
images (Fig. 28), the evolution of technology and of functioning syskms is
accompanied by a more painterly or realistic approach to the graphic design,
rather than a linear one — as is the case in the Arcade Games, the first
generation of video games and those of the last generation with 3D
representations and incorporated simulators, such as bodily sensors.
The evolution of graphics in the computer is similar to the several stages
of representation in drawing and painting: the initial linear representation was
followed by the use of colour and the linear shading, as well as the illusion of
depth — a skekhy type of perspective and representation of space. Layering is
not only a representation of a way of filing and sorting out data according to the
functions of a software, but it is also a way of organizing space on the computer
screen depending on the work we opt to do. Windows — Microsoft's popular
operating system — are based on this logic of layering and framing that
resemble windows (Fig. 28).
I would like to complete this comparison with a reference to the use of the
pebble in the mosaics and the first low-resolution graphic environments of
digital technology. The relationship between pebble and pixel, mosaic and
digital image is evident in Fig. 29.
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Fig. 28 The tools of Adobe Photoshop 6.0 (left).
Working environment of Windows 1.0, (top right) and Windows 3.1 (bottom).

i

Fig. 29 Saint Joseph, Detail from Nativity, Mosaic, Dafni monastery, end of ll^h
century, Athens, Greece, (left). Low resolution digital image of 256 colours.
(right)

The passage from the celluloid and the analogue to the digital medium
and the clarity of the image of depth of field to the resolution of the image, the
pixel content — that is, the quantitative combinations of digits of the dual code
true-false of 1 and 0— contributed greatly to the improvement of representation
methods and tools.^^ As computers develop, their graphic environment
develops as well, with a gradual upgrade of their functioning systems and
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graphics of a wider variety of colours, greater colour depth 32 bit, greater
sharpness of the outline and simulations of 3-dimensional space with 3D
software, such as CAD/CAM, 3D Max and Maya, and panoramic spaces of 360°
such as QTVR (Quick Time Virtual Reality) and VRML (Virtual Reality
Modeling Language).
The vanishing point of the perspective in the pictorial space-screen
becomes the end point of the cathodic tube, as in the TV screen and the CRT
computer monitor. The evolution of digital technology has brought this alleged
vanishing point to the minimum depth of a plasma screen (LCD) or DLP. There
is in other words a displacement or rather minimization of volume of the
apparatus to the minimum possible volume of the flatness of a surface made as
an aggregate of tiny pixel-screens or crystals. If we look at the architectural
design of a baroque church we will see that the fagade reveals exactly this — the
severing of the fagade from the interior. On the other hand, this is denoted in
the interior of a baroque church by the pictorial depiction of space, perspective
and depth in a continuum of surfaces that become fagade in their own terms.
Whereas, in the case of the screen, fagade becomes a luminous descriptive
surface where space is represented (Fig. 30a, 30b).

UofiochiBmtCRr

Copyright Microso?

Fig. 30a A TVset with a cathodic tube.
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Fig. 30b Maria in Campitelli, Rome, 1663-7, Carlo Rainaldi (ground plan,
interior, and fagade).
This screen/fagade is extremely baroque in terms of representation of
space to which the observer/ user is called to interact by touching or clicking,
following paths and linked narratives in a hypertextual space that installs the
viewer in the picture. Ndalianis (2004) notes that 'the interactive possibilities of
computer technology produce an illusion of a more direct immersion into a
labyrinth than was available to Cortona and other artists of seventeenth-century
baroque' (p.l02). In this labyrinthine space of multiplicities — because a
labyrinth 'is multiple ... it contains many folds' (Deleuze, 1993, p. 3) — the
observer becomes actively engaged in an intertextual process that hypertextual
structures suggest. In Jeffrey Shaw's Illegible city (1989), a computer generated
labyrinth city of narratives and textual formations substituted the ground city
plans. The visitor is called to use a bicycle to follow paths of his choice
navigating through a maze made of text, which resembles the city plan
projected on a screen (Fig. 31,32).
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Fig. 31 Jeffrey Shaw, The Leggible city, Manhattan version (1989), Amsterdam
version (1990), Karlsruhe version (1991), Computer graphic installation with Dirk
Groeneveld, ZKM-Medienmuseum, Karlsruhe, Germany (screenshots).

Fig. 32 Jeffrey Shaw, The Leggible city, Manhattan version (1989), Amsterdam
version (1990), Karlsruhe version (1991), Computergraphic installation with
Dirk Groeneveld, ZKM-Medienmuseum, Karlsruhe, Germany,
(installation view).
Thus, navigating becomes reading and the physical action of the
visitor/cyclist is transposed into the virtual environment of the projection
screen.^2

Several earlier versions of video games were made in a similar way,

such as Pac-man and the Windows-based Maze. In Two-Way Mirror and Hedge
Labyrinth (1989-1991), Dan Graham created in a more descriptive and less
interactive way — in terms of the use of a non-technological device — a
'shifting optical, surface, emblemating the modern urban corporate office
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building fagade and the Baroque garden maze' (Graham, 1999, p.l79). In order
to achieve this, he combined the traditional hedge fencing with a two-way
mirror glass, which enabled the observer to interact with the paths created
through the openings and closures of the natural hedge and the two-way mirror
glass. This labyrinth-like interaction through openings and closures suggests a
similarity to the baroque oscillating movement of matter that thrusts between
exterior and interior, between this and the other side of perception screens or
fagades. Thus, labyrinth becomes a relation between accessible and inaccessible
fagades (Fig. 33a, 33b).

Fig. 33a Dan Graham, Two-way Mirror Punched Steel Hedge Labyrinth, 1994-1996,
stainless steel, glass, arborvitae. Walker Art Center.
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Fig. 33b Dan Graham, Two-way Mirror Punched Steel Hedge Labyrinth, 1994-1996,
stainless steel, glass, arborvitae. Walker Art Center.
The bibliographical references in a text, as well as the footnotes or images
— as in this very text — are perhaps a simple form of hypertext where readers
can access information. On the other hand, a narrative itself can provide paths
that the reader is called to follow, as in Jorge Luis Borges' (2000) The Garden of
Forking Paths. Deleuze (1993) makes another observation in that the possibilities
emerged from bifurcations are inflections that produce point-folds (p. 18).

In

this textual and narrative labyrinth 'bifurcation ... is called a point in the
neighborhood of series' divergence', in the sense that 'singularities diverge
from each other, and each diverges with the first... only with values that differ
from the others'. In The Garden of forking paths, the baroque labyrinth, 'whose
infinite series converge or diverge, forming a webbing of time embracing all
possibilities', narrative sequence is structured on the basis of a multisequential
or multilinear rather than of a linear or non linear writing (Deleuze, 1993, p. 62).
Quoting Umberto Eco, Angela Ndalianis (2004) suggests that there are three
types of narration in labyrinth form. The unicursal (one-directional), the
multicursal (multi-directional) and the net whose 'main future is that every
point can be confronted with every other point and, where connections are not
yet designed, they are conceivable and designable' (Eco, 1984, p. 81).
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According to J. Conklin (1987), hypertext is a 'non-sequential reading and
writing ... allowing authors to link information^ create paths through a corpus
of related material, annotate existing texts, create notes and point readers to
either bibliographical data or the referenced texf (p.17-41). The navigation in a
digital environment/net is based upon a complex, non-linear, rhizomatic open
architecture of hypertext, where every point-locus may be connected with any
other point-locus of the net. The user does not follow a hierarchical structure or
linear arrangement, but rather his choices form a non-linear arrangement, a
sinuous baroque line, which of course is different for each user. Imagine
someone reading a book without following the narrative structure of the
author, going from page to page until all possible combinations are covered.
In a metaphorical sense, on a hypertext the interconnections of points of a text
form folds. Every point of interconnection is a fold. Thus, the text unfolds,
refolds, enfolds, the narrative refolds, etc. This possibility of realization of the
text formed by the choices of the user gives a cUffaner^tssctujRE to the text itself.
Its narrative flow is formed by the choices the user makes based on hypertext or
points-folds. The same text can be read by jumping from point to point and it
has no beginning or end, and 'the way it folds is what makes its texture'
(Deleuze, 1993, p. 36) (Fig. 34). These differentiations in a texf s structure with
the user's intervention create a continuous chaotic network of data as that of the
internet, where text and images coexist in an interactive communication system
as a conceptual mapping of a hyperspace (Fig. 34,35).
The user is no longer a passive reader but has become a forming factor of
a virtual space. The first user communities on the internet, like those of
www.geocities.com, were named after cities, such as Athens, Paris, New York,
etc. The users create avatars, fictitious entities, which exist only on the internet,
in email accounts, chat rooms, blogs and webcam-chat networks. The webs
have of course their own autonomous electronic entities, such as knowbots,
programs that carry out work without any intervention on the user's part,
either in groups or individually.
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Fig. 34 A user's course as recorded by VIS VIP, an internet functioning systems
valuation system developed by John Cugini and Visualisation and Virtual
Reality Group of the National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA.

Fig. 35 Iain Softley, Hackers (1995), (screenshot).
The architectural structure of data resembles a city view.

Let us now look at two of the most popular working environments of a
computer. DOS interface, for instance, of the first Windows editions, and the
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respective Apple Mac. These two software are based on menu options and icon
options, while their function is based (*n tluusizoiTceqptiial redaUdkxnushi;) Ibtdrwneein a
function and its representation through a symbol, which in computer language
is metaphorically desktop, recycling bin, folders, etc.
An advanced interface based on a symbolic representation of its
functions makes all the more pressing the need for an improved navigation
experience. In this case, the virtual space of a screen becomes an environment
composed by symbols, hierarchical menus, three-dimensional depictions of
objects, virtual routes, etc. Flight simulators, HMD (Head Mounted Display),
the digital glove, but even the simplest applications of virtual reality in video
games reveal this very need for a complete access or immersion of the user or
player into tlie space of the image. The image is rwo Icmgyer ai(i€d2)clied clepxicticwi
of reality, its interpretation CMrij<)gp]iadjc]3ei%}ep)tLori, Ixuitis rather reality itself, as
experienced through our very nervous system as a complete experience of
illusion. I do not observe the illusion of perspective and tromp Koeil — I
become part of it. From the Panoramas, the first three-dimensional glasses of
the 1950s, to Morton Heiling^ s Sensorama, IMAX cinema and Surround-sound
systems, the issue was how to make possible an even closer contact and
sensorial experience of the image.^^ In one of Mariko Mori's video installations
the viewer wears 3D glasses in order to see the image and virtually "enter" it, as
in many video-installations which employ interactive media for an immersive
experience of the work. This is, besides, the baroque theatre of the world: the
frame

collapses

while

the

viewer/ user

enters

the

ever-shifting

perspectives/folds, where inside and outside re-fold and are redefined. The
baroque fold is that point where it is difficult to determine the limits of illusion
from the image frame. Where does space start and where does it end in the
work of Andrea dal Pozzo? By analogy, what could be the end or the beginning
of a multi-sensorial interactive experience within a digital environment? What
would be the perspective of a digital retina? Would it be a perfected Vision
Machine of Paul V i r i l i o ? ^ ^
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Images produced through a computer are based on die capacity of the
medium to represent complex software environments based on intelligent
formulas and the illusion of logical comparisons. Virtual space is the automated
illusion created by hardware and software elements, a virtual reality machine
founded on the real time principle. The observe/s immersion in virtual space
and the ability to interact with ()tbuer sirrulauriaitificial forms of being with hardsoftware

interface

confirms

that

every

artificial

identity,

like

the

aforementioned, has its own beliefs, moves in a specific space and bears an
individual reality, as Leibnitz's monad in Deleuze's "fold". The impression that
we are inside the image is intensified by the presence of agents, representations
of artificial beings, which react with subjectivity and seem to coexist or interact
with the viewer in a virtual space.

This relationship between actual and virtual bears many references in
literature and mostly in cinema. In Cronenberg's Vzdigfxfwmg (1982), the
psychotropic video image devours the main character in one of the
hallucinations generated by the image itself. In TbW RecaZZ (1990), Lazfrnmozoer
(1992) and JoZzMny MngmoMzc (1995), the protagonist transfers and is being
transferred to the virtual world of data. In Adafnz (1999), reality is represented
as an interactive combination of the actual and the virtual (Fig. 36).
This is an approach to the imaginary through cinema, which may not be
too far from reality. In order to make the images of the trilogy

Rmgs

(2001, 2002, 2003) appear more real, the producers had to summon up the most
updated digital technology of 3D scanning, morphing, animation and data
processing.
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Fig. 36 Wachowski Brothers, The Matrix (1999), (screenshot).
Often enough the actors had to perform within a digital environment
existent only on the screen and the memory of the computer, which we — as
viewers — perceive as a complete image, a synthesis. It is that 'synthetic image'
that produces 'a series of visual illusions, "rational illusions", which affect our
understandings as well as reasoning' (Virilio, 1994, p. 75). Deleuze's (1993)
observation 'the essence of the baroque is not immersion or emergence, but
rather the creation of something within the illusion itself', is not very far from
the aforementioned examples (p. 125).

Digital technology has made the image more deceptive than ever and
reality is challenged in its very essence. Perception folds within itself through
closed circuit TV, reality shows, panoptic mechanisms and totalitarian
communication webs, where the image remains predominately a baroque
fagade. Deleuze's baroque fold is today the colonialist politics of networks, the
chameleon-like architecture of hyperspace, the image that spreads endlessly on
our computer screen.
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3.2 Digital Foldsy the representation of space and the perception of power

During the late 1990s, tlie clUdhjjHori(}f die internet and c^rtwerciiltuLre gperier«ited
political debate and political theories, within which Deleuze's influence is
widely noted.^^ However, 77% FoW inspires a new interpretation of Deleuze's
and Guattari's political theories within the baroque context. Deleuze (1995)
notes in reference to Tony Smith's work, that it represents this 'modem version
of the monad, with the wind screen playing the part of a small illuminated area'
(p. 157). This area is confronted with a 'new conception of politics' where 'the
system of a window and the world outside' is replaced by 'a computer screen in
a closed room' where our social life' is 'taking place' in terms that 'we read the
world more than we see it. Not only is there a social "morphology" in which
textures play their part, but the baroque plays a part in town-planning and
rural developmenf (p.157). In fact, it seems that political debate and intellectual
activity on political issues that takes place in virtual online communities
produces a fertile terrain for new ideas to emerge. This is probably because the
World Wide Web is the new battlefield for virtual states between controlled
societies as a result of a gradual decrease of physical resources.^^ This status
comes as the result of an interaction between a "dominant" and a "dominated"
in a flowing relationship of belonging like in Fig. 37 shown here borrowed from
G. Deleuze's Tke

Leifmzfz aW fAe

Deleuze uses this figure to describe graphically the "vinculum", in which
monads exist within 'a complex relation that comprises variable terms and one
constant term' (pp 110-111). Since the vinculum represents established relations
within systems, power emerges as the result of multi-layered vinculums
(vincula) or strata.
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Dominata (dominant)

n
Fluxio
Dominated
Fig. 37 Graphic representation of vinculum (Deleuze, 1993, p . l l l ) .

Key issues relevant to the baroque representation, such as resemblance,
texture and surface are equally important to the interpretation of data systems.
These are stratified sub-systems formed by multi-layered information
structures. Bodies are part of this textured surface and they manifest themselves
as multiplicities within

hierarchical networks, inaccessible information

(encrypted data), passwords and missing links (URLs). Any user of networks is
an impersonal, autonomous being, one of the million virtual identities that
interfere, dissolve and disperse in the chaotic hyper-textual space. However, it
is possible that an http entity may lead to a certain autonomous permanent
identity in contrast to Bey's Temporary Autonomous Zone (T.A.Z.), which is
mobUe and nomadic.^^

Abandoned web locations, not updated URLs and

domain names are sedentary data similar to the sedentary state, described by
Deleuze and Guattari (1998) in A Thousand Plateaus. Therefore, achieving
duration as data in flux within sedentary information and virtual social classes
is possible only by assimilating functions, conditions and states of organic
bodies.
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But, how do you assimilate desire and instinct? How do you make
yourself emotional data? Is it just by means of representation or description?
Where does the metamorphosis begin?
However, these questions are not to substitute or partially replace body
parts by material alien to fleshy but to progressively integrate functions and
behaviors. A very simple escawnpie iatiie emotional state we may find ourselves
in when watching a comedy or a drama. It is not a question of a staged
perception removed from any possible ifiterawzdonlyuttlie gradual assimilation
of fictitious events until a full engagement, immersion and embodiment of such
emotions take place. Text could be equally dynamic and emotionally driven.
The representation of self through descriptions is made by means of image or
text. That self is liberated and cathartic. Thus, virtual bodies are the
manifestation of the completed body: iconic and textual. This is where the
metamorphosis actually begins. 'Having a body" is that cathartic state of
descriptive pixel data. 'The body is dissolved: malleable as data and more
ephemeral than its own stored image. Even sexuality is distilled to the
meaningless of transparency and surface.' 'The dominant image is the
cybernetic cyborg, a figure of indeterminate interface.' (Bukatman, 1993, p. 245)

On the other hand, overlapping data share the same info-strata and the
same hyper textual entry of multiple users. Synchronization or real time
interface is the illusion of freedom within controlled networks, the way that
transparency is for economics. Any time we wish we can access networks or can
sign up for an ISP, within a "democratic" legitimately controlled virtual
neighborhood. Desire and illusory democratic perspective constitute the next
oligarchic model for virtual concentric capitalism. Flows of data form textured
layers of controlled information. It seems appropriate at this point to refer to
Deleuze's (1993) description of texture as in Fig. 38.
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Fig. 38 Graphic representation of texture (p. 36)

Deleuze draws texture as the cohesion of strata in a perpetual
displacement of contour, determined by active and passive forces. In a similar
way, data form flows of info-strata determined by interactive relationships.
Moreover, these info-strata form an epi-strata, as an extension or projection of
the outer geological layer/surface (Fig. 39).^^
actual

epi-strata / infosphere

virtual
Fig. 39 Graphic representation of epi-strata.

As a result of this, we experience the disappearance of the centre of a world in
the process of metamorphosis. Physical bodies are displaced "out there" on the
info-strata

belonging

to

various

invented

communities

(network

neighborhoods) within virtual states (network corporations). The "outer" or
"projected" body appears as a congregate of transparent (accessible) and
opaque (inaccessible) "data-membranes" diagrams of oscillating data or infostrata. The metamorphosis takes place here in a space where perspective
becomes 'tabulation, the grid on which lines, numbers, and changing characters
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are inscribed/^" In the case of the projected power/state onto the virtual
information strata, democratic values are projected on the displaced — within
the virtual state apparatus — and controlled society of networks. Nevertheless,
the vinculum assumes the characteristics of a textured super structure in flux
(Fig. 40).

1
I

fluxion

Fig. 40 Graphic representation of vinculum.

When William Gibson introduced the term "cyber", he was fully aware of the
forthcoming changes,

Cyber comes from the Greek word "Ko(3£pv-a)", which

means "to govern" by means of control, and to navigate. A "dominata" of Fig.
37 and a "dominata" as in Fig. 40 form a composite society of classes of data, as
in the World Wide Web, which can be manipulated by the user and monitored
by the server (Fig. 41).

server

Fig. 41 Graphic representation of server.
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Networks are concentric aggregates of indexed data, as opposed to the
World Wide Web, that is made of de-centric flows of information and multiple
entryways. These entryways are activated with the interaction of the user
during the Log in and Log out. Hyper-textual rruiltipde eritryiaragfs rrioiiitor (iadba
that resemble the user (profile).^ The notion of resemblance and the use of
icons in the computer interface indicate a very important issue: the fact that we
are not far from what constitutes the notion of baroque. On the other hand,
Giovanni Careri (1995) explores resemblance as the main characteristic of
Bernini's sculpture and architecture.^ There are numerous examples of baroque
painting, like Andrea del Pozzo's Tkg Apofkawzs cyF Sf. /gmzfzws, 1691, where
painting resembles architecture and consequently physical space. This equation,
or rather the relation of resemblance, could suggest the virtual space of
computer interface (Windows, Icons). This can vary from the basic user
interaction with a device, to the most sophisticated applications where an icon
or window resembles space, objects, actions, or even behaviors, 'from physical
device operations to abstract mental models' (McCuUough, 1998, p. 120). Under
these conditions of computing interface, baroque is finally realized within
illusions, haptic visions and actualized phenomena. Power is no longer a
physical attribute to a vinculum, but its perception. And if this is the case, the
interactive relationship between interfaces and multiple users is organized
according to a certain hierarchy of accessible (transparent) and inaccessible
(opaque) data. As concerns the distribution of power, this is a matter of
hierarchical con-centric and opaque flows, whereas the exercise of power is
based on control mechanisms structured over transparent flows of data on a
virtual panoptic machine. In this controlled, transparent — under surveillance
— space 'open systems of control' are 'no longer centralized around single
authorities, but rathe/ function 'according to a multitude of corporate interests
in a global network of information flows.' (Levin, Frohne & Weibel, 2002, p.
1 1 ) . 24
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We have seen so far that resemblance (the condition of virtual), textures
(the flows of information between networks) and layers (the hierarchical
indexed stored data) constitute a new conceptual order and relationship
between the actual and the virtual. The illusory baroque space has become the
theatre of data events where hierarchical "opaque" systems of information of
controlled URLs are opposed to "transparent" interfaces generating de-centric
flows. Being within the info-strata might be the d u e to the forthcoming visual
experience; an altered missing self within a colonized screen Power - or rather
its manifestation - becomes the fragile appearance of an impenetrable centre
that is impossible to locate, where the logical proposition "if ... then replaces
the "here and now" as an asynchronous "allegorical" device.
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CHAPTER 4
FOLDING, TRANSPARENCY AND CONTEMPORARY ART PRACTICE:

Iri Idhis ciiajyber I tvill atteiript to locadbe afid Ibriryg fcMTMraid issiaes ttuit eirwergpsd
frcMm thK!i%:Ek3ctioTii3ri()oiibe%rqp(xraf}riart pwRacticesi, in rtdaUdkintcilCheleuLzefs fcddiryr
and dbe transparency

I TA^UsKxtbaest^bUsh a comKKX±kMit%#vwa3ifoLiu^^

BLnd transparencgr in aurt jpmicticesv tviiEit! i&olcUjig;1be(:orrM2s a {)e3%32pHi()niiio<iel, a
device, and transparency the essential condition or sufficient reason for such
practices. Again, I tvill link Deleuze's Interpretation of the fold to such art
practices, in order to locate and identify evidence that would suggest die
emergence of a neo-baroque aesthetic.
Since the nineteenth century's industrial revolution, the first printed
photograph and Walter Benjamin's Tkg PVbrt (gf Arf m Abe Age

MgcfwrnimZ

RgproffwcfzoM, art has found its way to the virtual plane. The passage from the
analogue to Xerox and digital reproduction of images has been a crucial
breakthrough. During the last thirty years, the combination of traditional and
technological media became almost essential and decisive. The search for
experimental formats and the rapprochement between art and technology
provided the source for a wide variety of artworks. As a result of the
continuous improvement of medium communications, the revealing and
persuasive role of the media, and the large distribution and availability of
software, the art's "aura" finally collapses within its virtual condition.

Art practices have been widely affected by the increasing use of new
media, especially during the 1990s' boost of digital imaging, computer
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app&katkHMaiuithe VVorkit\%de VVeb. THbaKdore, v/hen lAre ixzfer to Ixaioqiie
conWmporary art practice we are not referring only to artworks within the
boundaries of the use of "traditional" media in relation to historical contexts,
such as in the work of Andres Serrano.^ Undoubtedly, the use of computer and
internet technology had an impact on the artist's everyday practice, including
for example production, promotion of the work and resources.

As a result of digital image processing, new creative fields opened up
with considerable expressive possibilities. Most of the computer artworks are
based on text, image, audio, video, and interactive 3D environments (i.e.
games), on-line broadcast, such as live video and audio streaming etc.
Nevertheless, the internet and the World Wide Web do not constitute a
performing stage/ perception (passive), but rather a continuum, as an
embodiment of multiple progressive relationships (active). Digital interactive
media provide a way of accessing data where the viewer can navigate inside
the interactive program. As a result, these digital environments redefine the
viewer^s experience as interactive or immersive. Australian artist Stelarc and
French artist Orlan are typical examples. For the former, interface — and
consequently interaction — is a question of immersed and remotely
accessed/controlled bodka/vk^was in the information highways, whereas for
the latter, interface challenges conventional values of visual representation by
mediating the viewers' experience.
Computer technology based artworks may vary from live performances,
where the viewer is physically engaged to the action and space — like Orlan's
operations and Stelarc's on-line performances — to works where the viewer
experiences a full immersion/interaction within virtual environments —as in
the case of Mariko Mori's KWg UfO, where the body appropriates the space as
a perceiving body. 'Interactive electronic art seems to offer a paradigm for just
such an oscillation, a constant becomingness as a way out of what we are in, a
way in where we are put out.'^
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Ekircxqiie —with its stuccos, Ulusory perspectives, and the richness of the
interior architectural space — has been considered so far as synonymous with
"excessiveness" and "decorativism". Therefore, if baroque is "full" in the sense
that there is no void, but folded descriptive matter, we could possibly use the
same term to describe our culture of excess of visual information and the
current immersive aesthetic "globalism". As Jean-Clet Nartin (1996) observes on
Deleuze's transversality, 'this squinting is also the formula of Deleuze's neobaroque perspectivism^ a transversal eye, capable of overlapping split
perspectives at the same moment, closed ensembles which might break up
towards a universal whiteness so as to extract new surfaces and visions' (p. 21).
This sort of simultaneous perception is an attempt to link concepts and bring
together visual experiences in order to identify or even isolate elements,
intensities that could inform a neo-baroque aesthetic. Under this perspective,
Mieke Bal cLraw%;«inaLnaJjfsis of Caravaggio's works in comparison to works by
contemporary artists such Anna Mendieta and Andres Serrano. For the latter,
the baroque pictorial elements found in his photographic work indicate a strong
relation to baroque in terms of subject matter, form, colour and composition. In
(1995-96), Serrano combines two photographs from Tkg OmrcA
Series (1991) with BartolomA Esteban Murillo's Tke Immacwkfe CoMcgpfion,
(ca.l670) (Fig. 42). What he actually accomplishes is to bring forward and
activate a baroque subject within a contemporary context. As Bal (1999) notes,
'Serrano's engagement with the baroque' goes beyond a simple borrowing of
motifs' because he deploys 'the most contemporary technology to achieve the
most historical of effects' as in Piss Ckrzsf (1987). His work — still descriptive in
baroque terms — 'integrates the body and matter in its hallucinatory obsession
with surface, a texture it takes seriously as simply being all diere is', as in the
Morgue series where 'the image incorporates the image it questions, addressing
it in its response to it' (p.63). Serrano's Tke Omrc/% (Soewr RosaZhz, Pans) (1991),
broadens and challenges the baroque iconography by fragmenting the very
baroque spectacle, rooted in the ethics of representation in Catholisism (Fig. 43).
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In reference to Deleuze's 'texturology', Bal (1999) argues that '[t]he "texture
enveloping the abstract structure" is the texture of a representation of the
body... [i]t is a texture of white as innumerable tiny mirrors, as sculpted folds...
With its mirroring quality ... and with its oscillation between the microscopic
and macroscopic perception it promotes', serves as a 'metaphor for baroque
point of view, and in turn, a good metahistorical metaphor for a "baroque revision'" (p. 52).

Fig. 42 Andres Serrano, Going for Baroque, 1995-1996. Installation view: two
works from Andres Serrano's Church Series (1991), with Bartolom^ Esteban
MurUlo's The Immaculate Conception (ca. 1670). The Contemporary Museum of
The Walters Art Gallery, Bartimore, Maryland.

Fig. 43 Andres Serrano, The Church Series (Soeur Rosalba, Paris) (1991),
Cibachrome, 65x54 in.
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On the other hand. Nam June Paik's work, for example, fully engaged
within the Fluxus spirit, is concerned with this very neo-baroque perspectivism,
the pluralization of images of an alienated mediated subject in a telematic
culture. 'Very, very, very high-frequency oscillation of lasers will enable us to
afford thousands of large and small TV stations. This will free us from the
monopoly of a few commercial TV channels,' he wrote in 1965, prior to a 24hour broadcasting day program for his Utopian TV Station telecasted in March
1®^ 1996.3 Paik produced artworks — mainly installations of television sets of
simultaneous playback (Fig. 44a, 44b). By looking at the flatness of each
television screen we are engaged in more complex and fractal-like perception.
The micro cosmos of the single television set is like a "monad" that contains the
whole world within transmitted signals in a cathodic tube. The multiple
arrangements of such monads produce a fractal-like effect of what essentially
completes a macro perception.

'I
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Fig. 44a Nam June Paik, Marco Polo (1993), Venice Biennial, German Pavilion.
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Fig. 44b Nam June Paik, Electronic Superhighway (1993),
Venice Biennial, German Pavilion.
Nam June Paik has gone further than the baroque painter Andrea del
Pozzo. As a result of the use of technology (time-based media), his work
escaped the condition of the single point of view in the baroque tromp I'oeil
and the depiction of architectural space. He drew space as an environment
(because of the time involved), a synthesis or multiplicity of singularities — TV
sets with their own fictional space — where we experience a sort of visual
exhaustion caused by the simultaneous and synchronous transmission of
images. Each TV set becomes a single frame, a single window from and to the
world, where time is frozen between singularities. Thus, perspective disappears
between frames becoming the continuity of a flat vertical fractal-like surface
"stacked" on the beholder's retina as a fagade. Paik tries to remove the event
from its timeline. He reduces the event to a single frame, to its flatness; where
no sequence and no narration can reconstitute the mediated subject between
perceptions (Fig. 44a, 44b).

A similar depiction of space can be found in two other works dating back
to the 1910s; that of Marcel Duchamp's painting Nude Descending a Staircase No2
(1912), and Boccioni's sculpture Continuity of Lines into Space (1913) (Fig. 45). In
both works, the artists' intention was to capture every single movement, in
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order to remove the subject from its sublime stillness and give, through a frame
(still) by frame (still) cinematic representation, the illusion of movement. The
representation of movement in Duchamp's cubist Nude Descending is made of
multiple transparent views of the same legs as a photographic sequence. On the
other hand, in Boccioni's work the sculptural mass is a "frozen" matter in
movement. The question of fluctual movement is the subject of Laszl6 Moholy
Nagy's sculptures as the Light Space Modulators and Paik's circuit-modified and
magnetically distorted TV Light Machines (Fig. 46). This was first shown at the
Gallerie Parnass in Wuppertal, Germany, and in the United States at the Bonino
Gallery in New York City in 1965, along with his 20-channel radio-controlled
robot K-456.

Fig. 45 Marchel Duchamp, Nude Descending a Staircase, 1912 (left) and Umberto
Boccioni, Unique Form of Continuity in Space, 1913 (right).
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Fig.46 Laszl6 Moholy Nagy, Photogram ofPlexiglas Sculpture (1943) (left) and
Nam June Paik, Magnet TV (1965), television and magnet, black-and-white,
silent, variable dimensions. Whitney Museum of American Art,
New York (right).

In his installation Baroque Laser (1995), Nam June Paik experimented with a new
projection technique in a baroque church near Miinster in Germany. He
expanded the interior space of the church near by means of video projection
onto the vaulted roof, decorating the choir with electronic images and laser
beams. The sculptural quality of laser projection, the fluctuality of the medium
and its manoeuvrability via mirrors, enabled an apparently free and
kaleidoscopic orchestration of space. The inclusion of a closed-circuit image of a
candle, and seventeenth and eighteenth century flute music, transformed the
installation into a unity of the arts in the baroque sense, with architecture,
painting, sculpture and music making up an ideal ensemble, a baroque "bel
composto" (Fig. 47).
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Fig. 47 Nam June Paik, Baroque Laser, 1995.
Details from the laser/video projection in the tomb chapel at the parish church
Mariae Himmelfahrt-Dyckbxirg in Miinster- St. Mauitz.
We can notice the similarity between his Light Machine made in 1966, and
the Space Modulators of constructivist artist LAszlo Moholy-Nagy in Fig. 46,
made in the 1940s, where transparency is perceived literally as a relationship
between a see-through textured volume and depth. Structures and diaphanous
materials like Tatlin's Monument of the Third International (1919) and Nagy's The
Light-Space Modulator (1930) dealt with space as a continuous, multiple,
simultaneous perception of depth. Cubism represented transparency as a
painted fusion of figure and space onto the surface. Since Cezanne's first
attempts, cubist painters have tried to interpret physical space. What they
achieved was a reinvention of pictorial space; something that had not happened
since the invention of perspective in fourteenth century and the baroque trompe
I'oeil.

In reference to Nagy, we could name Space Modulators the various

Pavilions that Dan Graham made in different locations because they shift the
viewers' point of view by splitting perspectives through reflective surfaces,
two-way mirrors and transparent screens (Fig. 48, 49). The active involvement
of the viewer in artworks where a temporal process is part of the perception
mechanism like in 1960s happenings, performances and installation art, may
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suggest that space is an open system subject to variation. I would like to
mention here Kurt Switters' Merzbau and Gordon Matta Clark's Office Baroque
as two exemplary works that deal with physical space as a formal compound
and a perceptual device. Also, artists such as Roy Ascott and Jeffrey Shaw were
pioneers in the use of computing in interactive installations transforming the
viewer into an active participator.^

Fig. 48 Dan Graham, Star of David Pavilion for Schloss Buchberg, 1991-1996,
Gars am Kamp.

Fig. 49 Dan Graham, Rooftop Urban Park Project, 1981-1991,
Dia Center for the Arts, New York.
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With the aid of digital technology^ space is not the limit of a visual field
and its interpretations, but has become its virtual dimension in pixels and bytes
instead, where interface is the "sufficient reason" for the monad. Bukatman
(1993) notes that,
[v]irtual reality significantly extends the sensory address of existent
media to provide an alternate and manipulable space. Multiple users
can enter the same virtual reality and play virtual catch or otherwise
interact on this virtual plane. They can appear to each other in
different forms, or as different species or genders; a simulated, but
powerful polymorphism is at work here. To be installed into such an
apparatus would be to exist on two planes at once: while one's
objective body would remain in the real world, one's p/fgwomemzZ
would be projected into the terminal reality. In an ecstatic
exaggeration of Merleau-Ponty's phenomenological model, world
and body comprise a continually -modifying feedback loop,
producing a terminal identity without the terminal a cyberswb/gcK (p. 187)
Therefore, the reconstitution of the phenomenal being in the virtual plane
presupposes a transitional state, a folding process where assimilation and
resemblance are a sine qua non condition. 'Terminal space becomes
phenomenal in the discourse of science fiction, a narrative compensation for the
loss of visibility in an electronically defined world ... If this is true, then to
project the human onto the non-visible spaces widiin the computer is to
transform that space into a dramatic arena: no idle transformation' (p. 201).
This double movement

via interface of matter — oscillating data which are

"folding back on themselves" — constitutes the folding principle. Thus,
representation in digital environments is a relationship based upon the above
mutual exchange. This interference of both external and internal space of the
body is based upon the assumption that perception is hallucinatory, in the
sense that visual experience reconstitutes and redefines reality as, for example,
in Cronenberg's film Vzgkoffmwi. Therefore, it is essential to redefine the subject
(body) in electronic digital space. The work of Orlan and Stelarc is based on this
necessity to redefine the body in the virtual plane.
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The skin will always remain the "membrane", the boundary between
intemal and external space, even if it no longer holds the Hesh . Both can be
modified according to desirable functions. Orlan is a performance artist who
uses her own body and plastic surgery to challenge aesthetic standards, the
aesthetically correct body archetypes. Her work c^cillates between defiguration and re-figuration; it questions identity, and the sacred and profane
lisiiigCZliristian and baroque iconography. Her works, which include operation
performances of plastic surgery, are variously autonomous aHempbto make
inscriptions in matter by means of resemblance. She aims at revealing the
essence of her ideas through thjsjproceswsarui the possibility of matching up the
intemal image with die external one. In the process of introjection and
projection onto surface (skin) as texture, she reveals a fictitious character and
redefines herself as an image/icon within the virtual plane.
Orlan's seventh operation-performance (1993) was based on tfwsconce^ptof
omnipresence. It was transmitted live by satellite to New York, Paris, Toronto
and several other places, making it possible for viewers around the world to
have an interactive contact with the performance, by watching and asking
questions which the artist would answer live. I would like to compare Orlan's
performance to Rembrandt's Tkg Amzfomy Lesson (^Dr. Nicokes TwZp (1632), in
terms of how description in Rembrandt becomes interaction in Orlan's
operation theatre of the self. The viewer in TTze AMafomy LessoM is engaged in the
painting through the light that the corpse emanates, thus making the action a
baroque still life, whereas in Orlan's performance the viewer is actively
involved in the tWHizfas of a body in transformation at thK;()EN2raticMi idie%itre (Fig.
50, 51). As Eugene Thacker (1999) notes on telematic operations via Real Video
Surgery, the primary concern is how the shift from physical space of the
theater to the digitized mediated space of the screen is linked to a complex
reconfiguration of what will come to be recognized, in a given context, as a
medical and anatomical body' (p.329). He suggests that there is a shift here 'that
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(medical) body, (surgical) event and (distributed) media may converge in
communicating transparency and the truth of bodies' (p.333).
As with Stelarc, Orlan believes that the body is obsolete, and she states: 'I
is an other' ('Je est un autre'). 'I am at the forefront of confrontation.' 'My body
is my software.'^ The making of herself "an other" is the aim of Image - New
Images, a series of self-portraits conceived with the aid of computer. She refers
to baroque religious iconography and Greek mythology by changing
appearances, she makes herself a new image in order to produce new images.
Skin is not the limit; it is what resembles the human body, as a contour, which
includes both the inner and the outer, like a line drawing. In terms of the
baroque notion of resemblance, Orlan transforms her face into a fagade. She
uses an "iconic" representation in order to make the skin "idyllic", turning
herself into an icon - a n object of excessive veneration and worship.^

Fig. 50 Orlan, Omnipresence, Seventh Operation Performance, 1993, New York.
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Fig. 51 Van Rijn Rembrandt, Anatomy Lesson ofDr Nicolaes Tulp, 1632,
Mauritshuis, Den Haag.
In the 1990 performance The Reincarnation of Sainte Orion in Newcastle,
England, the artist alludes to the character which was gradually created by
appropriating the religious images of Madonnas, virgins and saints. This work
bears evident resemblance to Bernini's sculpture The Ecstasy of Santa Teresa (Fig.
52, 53). Nevertheless, while Bernini's depiction of the ecstatic state of the body
is realized within folds of matter, Orlan folds herself into the image of Bernini's
sculpture in order to resemble the figure and thus render its ecstatic state.
Within the process of "dematerialisation", this renders the body as pure surface
— as image and code, rather than flesh and blood — Orlan restores the body in
its spiritual dimension, its virtual domain. Again, the body is manifested
through

textured

surfaces

(plastic

surgery),

appearances

(interactive

transmissions) and folds (re-figuration, de-figuration) as indexed descriptive
data.
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Fig. 52 Gianlorenzo Bernini, Ecstasy of St. Teresa, 1645-52, S. Maria della
Vittoria, Comaro Chapel, Rome (left).
Fig. 53 Orlan, Documentary study n. 6, the draped the baroque or crowned Saint
Orlan costumed in the Trousseau's bed sheets with flowers and clouds, 1981,
cibachrome (right).

The sculptures of British artist Marc Quinn become relevant here. By
looking at his sculptures and especially the "empty bodies", one experiences the
same ecstatic feeling as that expressed by Bernini's The Ecstasy of Santa Teresa.
Bernini conveys this kind of absence by bringing the ecstatic state of the body to
the surface of matter, whereas Quimi's "empty bodies" are surface and skin,
texture and folds in a process of dematerialization (Fig. 54a, 54b). The
representation of skin as the thinnest possible surface in sculpture - and
consequently descriptive volume of space - bears the same existentialism that
holds Giaccometti's figures erect. Quinn's lying or hanging bodiless skins, made
of lead or latex, are the relics of this aesthetic tradition of the monumental body
of the "homo erectus". Here, presence is all that is left inscribed on the skin of
the body and the skin of the sculpture. "Outer" and "inner" are becoming
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"this" and "the other" side of a single shared textured surface with no external
or internal parts. Space becomes a textured skin, a membrane. The question of
space is once again the challenging motif brought forward by an "absent" body.

Fig. 54a Marc Quiim, Triaxial Planck Density, 2000, cast lead 192 x 70 x 10 cm.

Fig. 54b Marc Quinn, No Visibile Means of Escape IX, 1998, RTV latex and rope,
352 X 80 x 23 cm.
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This kind of abstraction of the flesh is very well presented in another
sculpture where Quinn literally refers to the liquid state of "K-1000" model in
the film Terminator 2, where flesh is represented as a reflective liquid volume
(Fig. 55). The body becomes a question of metamorphosis of matter in its
transitional state, where skin is folded over in order to give an image to the
flesh. In Terminator 2, the virtual subject K-1000 is deceptive (the enemy and
enhanced version of "K-1000"), it responds to any name and assimilates any
possible gender by means of r e s e m b l a n c e . ®

*

Fig. 55 Marc Quinn, Intuitive Morphology, 1998 (detail), glass and silver,
dimensions variable.

This "abstraction" of a re-configured body and its DNA projection onto
virtual is the subject of the work of Australian artist, Stelarc. He performs
within designed interactive digital environments as a complementary body,
which includes biological and electronic data (Fig. 56). The Stomach-sculpture
was a site-specific work made for the Fifth Australian Sculpture Triennial in
Melbourne. It consisted in the insertion of a micro sculpture inside the stomach
cavity and the use of input and output devices to project the inner body onto
the outer digital space. This folding out process from inscription to description
is about the openness or extrusion of the body rather than its enclosure. It is not
a fragmented body but a congregate of data-bodies prompting and remotely
guiding each other by feedback loops of "alternate awareness", interface,
"agency" and shared physiologies. They are 'particles of matter folding back on
themselves' (Deleuze, 1995, p.l57). This digitally enhanced body-agent must
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not be seen only 'as a site of inscription', but 'as a medium for the manifestation
of remote agents', as well (Stelark, 1999)9 Thus, the performing body resembles
the interface transparency between hypertext bodies.

Fig. 56 Stelarc, Psycho/Cyber: Involuntary Body, Third Hand and Scanning Robot,
1998, Performance at ROBOTRONIKA-hybermaticiautomatic, Museumquartier,
Vienna, Austria.
However, Stelarc's hypothesis of the elimination of master-slave interface
in the internet technology becomes a difficult task in his work, where telematic
controlled behaviours enable pure machine-line motion with "neither memory
nor desire". In a hypertext environment like the internet this hypothesis is
merely Utopian. He writes:
Given tactile and force feedback, I feel my touch via another person
from another place as a secondary and additional sensation. An
intimacy through interface, an intimacy without proximity. An
operational system of spatially distributed but electronically interfaced
clusters of bodies ebbing and flowing awareness, augmented by
alternate and alien agency (Stelark, 1999).
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The question is not to keep or discharge the flesh but to augment its
perceptive capabilities throughout its connectivity and its hypertext linkages.
The body becomes a "rhizome" of indexed descriptive data (Fig. 57).

Fig. 57 Stelarc, Amplified Body, Laser Eyes and Third Hand, 1986,
Maki GaUery, Tokyo.
In his work Ping body / Proto-parasite, made in 1995 for Telepolis, visitors at
the Pompidou Centre (Paris), the Media Lab (Helsinki) and the Doors of
Perception Conference (Amsterdam), were able to access and actuate the
performing body, which was in Luxembourg, with the aid of a touch-screen
interfaced muscle stimulation system.^^ In the performance, a digital skin that
encodes and simulates behaviors resembles the artist's body.
In Ping Body — an Internet Actuated and Uploaded Performance (performed
first for Digital Aesthetics in Sydney, but also for DEAF in Rotterdam in 1996),
the internet activity choreographs and composes the performance. The body —
or rather its web image — resembles the log-in and log-out of an internet
activity, 'a statistical construct of computer n e t w o r k s ' O r l a n ' s case, the
body gradually transforms itself into a facade, whereas in Stelarc's work it
becomes the screen that resembles a hypertext digital perspective. The
"performing skin" becomes a data-membrane, which defines space in external-
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internal, but also in internal-internal, like a data-contour where '[djermic power
rises: the becoming of man as skin' (Cache, 1995, p. 72).i3
In Parasife, VzrhW T/VbrVd Orc^sfro (Glasgowl997), Stelarc ideated a
cnistCMOiizexl swsarcli eiigpne, vviikih (inaLhfses jHPIiC; fUies tbuat ait: rnsyppxecl to tlie
tx)chf T/ia liie loiiiscle Erdmuiaiicm i&ystean. TThe b<)dhy iii thus caawe (mce ayrairi
t)€K:oines tlie (iigrHbal tlieaitre vvtiere ixsal-tirrwe iriter(icti\re iiedrwrcMrka; aune slbagyecl.
][>ue tc) thiie sjoawze-tempHCHMil cLLoiesisicxrus cf iccHnpnudsar tedhunoLogry, gun luunlonown
rrweclUited ineaiity rusvier (zxpxExiesn&ecl tMsfcHne is ]ne\reaied. Iii liLs lAnrHingps cwn tlie
fiituuns r()le ()f irdberrwet tsxibjnfdogry, (%belan: ccxruaklers AA/TArVSf as ari cxpwaratiorKil
inteUiyrerit sgfsteni lArhare lbraiisrruaw&k)ri is ineptlacexi b)r "transclucldor/', TAdiicli
affects physical action between bodies. He argues that the internet is 'structured
so that it would scan, select and switch automatically interfacing clusters of online bodies in real-time (the size and expertise of the clusters selected for the
task to be performed)' (Stelark, 1 9 9 9 ) .

It is certain that digital technology has opened a world of possible
perceptions. Walter Benjamin's aura has been digitally remapped and
reconfigured. The perception of Ae body is the result of a layered environment
of micro/macro symbiotic structures (info-strata) of intersected virtual subjects
augmented by search engines. I would agree with Stelarc's observation on this,
that "Cyborg" exists only as "Syborg", as a system of symbiosis which folds,
unfolds, and enfolds. It is a descriptive body, made of a digital skin and a
fractal flesh, a body described by that inscriptive baroque sinuous line.
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CONCLUSION

This research explored and proposed theoretically and practically a
contemporary reading ^ t h e t x e o q u e s^de i&mough hvo

concepts: the

folding and the transparency effect.
It has been conducted following a methodology that explores the parallels
between baroque representation and our current neo-baroque mediated culture,
manifested through art and architecture, digital media and computer theory
and practice. It has been constructed with reference to G. Deleuze's
interpretation of baroque in his book TTie

LeiWizowf (kg Bgmywg, and to the

transparency effect as a morphological solution in the representation of space.

Taking into consideration the aforementioned concepts and the formal
coimection between contemporary art, digital aesthetics and baroque, I have
shown that folding and the transparency effect are not just conceptual tools or
ways of representing and interpreting space, but also key concepts for a
contemporary reading of baroque. Thus, such discussion in theory and practice
was underpinned more by concepts rather than by a morphological analysis of
an art historian.
The discussion led to a range of outcomes, which I will summarise, in
order to reach the completion or resolve of the thesis.

At its first stage, the research I conducted led to the awareness that only a
small and limited amount of resources were available on this specific topic. As a
result of this, I had to conduct a thorough investigation in both theory and
practice, in order to achieve a substantial amount of working material, which I
reviewed in Chapter 1.
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I considered the existing literature regarding the methodologies applied to
this kind of research and I proposed folding as a metaphor for a methodological
tool, which enabled me to manipulate concepts and medium and to experiment
with methods that are mutually informative, and demonstrate the interrelation
between theory and practice. Nevertheless, folding did not become a general
rule to follow, like a unicursal path in a baroque labyrinth, but a varying way of
branching out, giving new forms to pursue. In these terms, the methodology
emerged as an area designed and defined by the folding concept itself. Areas of
research interest such as art, architecture, transparency, baroque, folding etc.
were interweaved into a folded and textured plane, a grid where concepts are
linked. This was of great help and proved to be an important tool in order to
link philosophical concepts, such as the fold, to historical references,
architecture, art and new media, etc. underpinning the research in the practice
context.

The discussion and analysis formed a point of reflection on my practice
and a discourse with it. Thus, the artistic/studio research (research in the
practice context) was carried out from the informed intimate perspective of the
reflective practitioner. Within this context, concepts such as the transparency of
the medium in relation to folding were explored by means of practice and the
implications in the perception of space were investigated. Such issues were
ordered in thematic or formal units and were integrated into the research in the
practice context either as underpinning concepts or points of reflection. The
artworks and a series of projects produced and exhibited were reviewed in
Chapter 1 and are illustrated in the Appendix.
Finally, through my practice I have showed that the use of new media and
especially video bear features and modes of representation similar to baroque
(i.e. installation). Moreover, the use of photographic transparencies and video
image in relation to space suggested that there are morphological qualities
concerning a neo-baroque aesthetic, as examined in the previous chapters.
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Thus, folding and the trauns]pajnarKrp effect jprcrved to be determinative factors in
understanding baroque representation, and gave the context for experimenting
morphological solutions in the repreaarbdioncd space and die engagement of
the viewer.
In my approach, which considered different writings and articles, through
discussion and analysis, I showed that baroque features are present in
contemporary art and architecture, without defining though a revival of style or
a specific artistic movement. Neo-baroque is a term used by different authors nevertheless, it has not become a widely influencing term. Many artists, such as
Andres Serrano, Orlan, Dan Graham, Nam June Paik and others, refer to
baroque, but mainly to specific works or bodies of work. Architects such as
Bernard Cache, Glen Lynn and Peter Eisenman refer to folding mainly as a
conceptual tool of morphological and spatial organization in architecture, but
there is not a direct link to neo-baroque aesthetics. On the other hand, Angela
Ndalianis argues that contemporary entertainment media are predominantly
baroque and proposes a neo-baroque aesthetic-historical context. In any of the
above cases there is no reference to the transparency effect in relation to folding
and baroque.

Taking into consideration GiDe Deleuze's interpretation of the baroque
and the allegorical representation of the "Baroque House" in

FoW, Wfmiz

a n j f/ze Bomywe, I suggested a hermeneutic approach, which considered the
implications of form and space in Deleuze's work. I introduced the notion of
transparency as a neo-baroque feature in art and architecture and I identified
such features through a parallel reading of Deleuze's interpretation of fold to
other authors like Bernard Cache, Glen Lynn and Peter Eisenman. While
Deleuze follows a philosophical approach because of his engagement to
Leibniz's treatment on monadology. Cache, Lynn and Eisenmann suggest
folding as a conceptual tool for architecture.
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NkMeove^

and tMmGpanaxy

idenHHed as ne&tanxyae

features because they bear similar functions in terms of representation. The
implications of such correlation of concepts led to the assumption that perception
cffcH%nS(UMis%XK#bntxuxx^ue<2fnmsckg%andsiipcm the fact that fcAding^ioesiM^
apply only to baroque opaque matter^ but to tbwe effects that transparent matter
produces as well. The analysis of Dan Graham's work, especially the
PoDzZioMS supported this proposition, as well as the statement that transparent
i3iatt€%(%in]3r(xiiice€d6k)cts that engage the viewer in some interplay (xfisdEksctions
and optical illusions similar to the baroque representation (i.e trompe I'oeil) and
perception of space.
I reilabed j&olclunyr ibo transparency and to contemporary art, irijpaoMiculaurlk)
artists who make use of new media and employ digital technology in their
practices. Again, I linked Deleuze's interpretation of fold to such art practices,
in order to locate and identify evidence that would suggest the (%rK%gence of a
transparency the essential condition or sufficient reason for such practices.

FinaUy, I]%den%xlto digital aesthetics through die definition of interface
and hypertext theories in relation to Deleuze's interpretation of the fold,
pointing out the complexities and the questions that arise. Additionally, I
explored baroque features such as resemblance and texture, as well as
transparency and layering, in relation to digital technology, pointing out that
there is a morphological relationship between the baroque and mechanisms of
exercise and perception of power, which could possibly suggest a globalisation
of baroque aesthetic.

Then I discussed interactivity and the participation of the viewer, in order
to further support the argument that there is a morphological connection
between digital aesthetics and the baroque. The analysis of artworks, such as
Mieke Bal's interpretation of Andres Serrano's photographic work, led to the
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awareness that there are affiliations between contemporary art and the baroque.
I further showed that there is a morphological connection between form and the
representation of space that challenges definitions and the way that the viewer
perceives. Moreover, the analysis of Orlan's and Stelarc's works stressed the
fact that concepts such as folding and transparency could shift the viewer's
perception from descriptive forms to immersive and staged environments.

Finally, in this thesis I have shown by practical and theoretical means that
these two concepts (folding and the transparency effect) are essential, especially
in the baroque representation of space and the engagement of the viewer. I
further demonstrated that there are similarities between baroque representation
and our current neo-baroque mediated culture, manifested through art and
architecture, digital media and computer theory and practice. Moreover,
through discussion and analysis of contemporary artworks in relation to
Deleuze's interpretation of the baroque and the transparency effect, I have
shown that the aforementioned concepts are essential for understanding and
carrying out a contemporary discourse on baroque.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 1
11 haven't included for example Christine Buci-Glucksmann's (1994) Baroque Reason: The
Aesfhefics
as it is more orientated towards a modem, social and feminist context, or
Remy G. Saisselin's (1992) 77K EMiigAfmrnrnf Agmmaf fke Baroque, as that study is closer to the
examination of eighteenth century aesthetics and the bourgeois taste of the late Baroque period.
I have also excluded R. Harbison's (2000)
OM Bamywg because it falls into a formal
argumentation on Ae Baroque style and it narrows the enquiry under an art historian
perspective.
21 am referring more specifically to W. Beigamin's contribution on allegory and seventeenth
German Baroque Trawmspief, to H. Fossiilon's (1992) notion of periodization in The Lz/e Forms
m Art, to O. Calabrese's (1992) and M. Pemiola's (1995) suggestion of the affinity between neobaroque and postmodern aesthetics, and J. MaravaU's (1986) consideration of the baroque
morphology as cultural phenomenon not attributed to a specific period of time, and of course to
G. Deleuze's (1993) interpretation of Leibniz's Monadology in 'The Fold, Leibniz and the Baroque.
31 am referring to Leibniz's study of mathematics and invention of binary arithmetic of 0 and 1.
For more about the fold as architectural operating concept see in B. Cache (1995) Earth Moves:
The Furnishing of Territories, G. Lynn (1998a) Folds, Bodies and Blobs, La Vettre Volee and G. Lynn
(2004) (ed). Folding in Architecture.
^ See, http://archive.senseofdnema.eom/contents/00/5/baroque.html. A paper by A.
Ndalianis presented at the SpedaZ
TWmokgies (/fhe Screen symposeum
held at the University of Melbourne, 25/3/2000.
5 See B. Allison, (1992), AZZisom Research Indei
& Desigm, Leicester: Leicester Expertise.
Allison's description of seven principle research procedures is quoted in C. Gray & J. Malins
(1993) "Research Procedures / Methodology for Artists & Designers", in Principles and
Definitions: Five Papers by the European Postgraduate Art & Design Group, Winchester School of
Art. These are also pubhshed on the Internet at:
http://www2.rgu.ac.uk/criad/cgpapers/epgad/epgad jitm. Accessed on 17^ July, 2003
^ "Qualitative research, as a set of interpretative activities, privileges no single methodological
practice over another.. .it has no theory or paradigm that is distinctly its own... Nor does
qualitative research have a distirxA set of methods or practices that are entirely its own" (Denzin
and Lincoln, 2000, p. 6). Nelson also observes that "[qjualitative research is many things at the
same time. It is multiparadigmatic in focus. Its practitioners are sensitive to the value of the
multimethod approach. They are committed to the naturalistic perspective and to interpretative
understanding of human experience." (Nelson, 1992, p. 4)
^ See, T. Conley Forward in G. Deleuze (1993) The Fold. Tom Conley refers to 'machinic' as
Deleuze and Guattari (1995, p. 330) coined the term 'machinic' as a 'synthesis of heterogeneities
as such'.
^ In mathematics a vector is formally defined as an element of a vector space. A vector from a
point ^ to a point ^ is denoted ^ ^ .
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Fig. 1 A mathematical vector (left). Fig. 2,3. Curvilinear shapes with anchors and handles from
image editing and graphic design software using vector graphics interface (right).
Vector graphics are made up of many individual shapes. Each of (hese shapes can be defined by
mathematical statements and has individual properties ass^ned to it such as colour, GU, and
outline. Software used to create vector graphics is sometimes referred to as object-based editing
software. Common software vector formats include AI (Adobe Illustrator), CDR (CorelDRAW),
CGM (Computer Graphics Metafile), SWF (Shockwave Flash), and DXF (AutoCAD and other
CAD software). A vector image is one of the two major graphic types (the other being bitmap).
5 Patton (1980, pp. 108-109) proposes four types of triangulation: 1) Methods triangulation (the
use of multiple methods to study a single problem); 2) Data triangulation (the use of a variety of
data source in a study); 3) Triangulation through multiple analysts; 4) Theory triangulation (the
use of multiple perspectives to interpret a set of data).

1 Deleuze's "typicality" consists in the way that he develops the concepts and organises the text
in chapters so that each one can be read individually and without sequence. It seems that there
is no beginning or end in his theoretical journey. This nomadic attitude is present in all his
work.
2 See, Deleuze and Guattari's (1994) refreshing last book, Wkaf is PWosopAy?.
^ The concept of becoming is central in Deleuze and Guattari's (1996) A Thousand Plateaus. See,
'1730: Becoming-Intense, Becoming-Animal, Becoming-Imperceptible' (p.232).
* See, G. Deleuze's (1990) The Logic of Sense, where he refers to "portmanteau", when he seeks to
establish a relation between language and schizophrenia through the work of Louis Carroll and
A. Artaud.
5 See, Jean-Glet Martin (1996) in The Eye of the Outside. Through the reading of Herman
Melvilles's Moby Dick he discusses the whiteness in reference to Foucaulfs comments on
Bataille and Deleuze's notion of becoming.
6 'L.simplus (in class. L. Only in neut. simplum) is cognate with Gr. a-nXd-oi^ the first element in
both being sin- "one". In simplex the second element is related to L. plicare, Gr. TCMK-EIV "to
f o l d " . . . D i c A o m z T y (1971).
^ Fig.l and Fig. 2 are quoted by Deleuze and Guattari in A Thousand Plateaus, 14th chapter "1444:
The smooth and the striated" (p.487). We can notice in the main text that there is a link between
Ihe figures, which explain Mandelbrot's fractals and the baroque notion of textures and folds.
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the possibilities for a contemporary view of the baroque fold through the music of P. Boulez, L.
Berio, J. Cage, the sculptures of Carl Andre and the work of Tony Smith.(see p. 136-137, note 4
in p.l60 and note 37 on p. 164). I consider the "Fhixus" artists and the "Minimal" generation of

9 It is appropriate to clarify the etymological root of monad and nomad in order to identify a
possible meaningful connection. The word monad, introduced by Leibniz in his Monadologie in
1777, expresses any ultimate unit of being, tl^ number one, a singularity. It derives from die
greek povdg, pova6- (monas, monad-) that meai% unit^ from where come the derivative words
such as monas-tic, mon-archy ecc. The word nomad comes from the greek vopag = (nomas,
nomad-) from v^pm (nemo- to pasture) and vop6g (nomos- area)
10 See, the "bel composto" (= well composed) technique in Giovanni Careri's (1995) Berwm,
Flights of Love, the Art of Devotion.
" In his Diagram Diaries, a collection of writings published in 1999, Peter Eisenman sets the basis
of his study on folding as a diagram of the virtual, event, becoming, process and an operational
tooL For Eisenman, cUajpnams arwijgrkis i&cthrate !fp«K%!tlu%)ug^h ldiejk>kiingpMM)cess and the
spatial organisation of the fold, as opposed to their renaissance use as devices to the
representation of space and studies on perspective and to Colin Rowe's 'analogical reasoning'
of a linear 'static' distribution of space. In his early studies on diagrams, Eisenman almost
anticipated the use of 3D and CAD software in architectural design.
12 See, "A Note on the Architecture of Folding" published in Architectural Design -Profile No.
102, where Henry Cobb's interest in the "folding technique" is presented as a relation between
surfaces, material and space.
13 A key factor for this change was the use of computer-aided design, such CAD and 3D
animation software, that gave the architects the possibility to design and virtually create such
curvilinear shapes.
Cache (1995) doesn't make any reference to Deleuze's The Fold, even though he is believed to
have attended Deleuze's seminars. On the other hand, Deleuze himself quotes Cache's work on
different cases such as on inflection (1993, p.l5) and texture (p.l9). For this, see the comment on
note 5 and 6 in P. A. Harris (2005) To See with the Mind and Think through the Eye: Deleuze, Folding
Architecture, and Simon Rodia's Watts Towers in I. Buchanan and G. Lambert (eds.) (2005) Deleuze
and Space.
See E. Bomstein (ed.) The Structurist (1987-1988), No. 27/28 ZramspareMcy
for an
extensive and detailed investigation of the phenomena of transparency and reflection in nature,
art and architecture through a reference to Liszl6 Moholy Nagy, Naum Gabo and others.
See, also Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal by Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky, written in
1955-56, Hrst published in Respecfa, 1963, reprinted as Tronspwez, B. Hoesli (ed.) (1968). Also in
C. Rowe (1976), The Mathematics of the Ideal Villa and Other Essays.
1^ Deleuze's aesthetic investigation of Bacon's diptychs (two times folded) and triptychs (three
times folded) could be related to his later work on "the fold". See, Gilles Deleuze's (1981) Francis
Bacon, Logique de la Sensation. Deleuze has been inspired at different times by the work of A.
Artaud. See, Giles Deleuze-Felix Guattari (1988) A TkowaW fZakaws (p. 149) and G. Deleuze
(1990) The Logic of Sense, where he describes the "body without organs" like 'an organism
without parts,...with neither nor anus, having giving up all introjection or projection, and being
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complete, at this price'(p. 188). Deleuze and Guattari have also influenced other writers
investigating this subject and its implications on the "cyborg", see, Scott Bukatman (1993)
Terminal Identity (p.325) and Critical Art Ensemble (1994) The Electronic Disturbance.
17 Simon Rodia built these architectural forms-sculptures in a site close to Los Angeles called
"Nuestro Pueblo" known as the Watts Towers between 1921 and 1955 using debris such as:
'11,000 pieces of whole and broken pottery, 15,000 glazed tiles, 6,000 pieces of whole and
broken shells, hundreds of rocks, and pieces of marble, linoleum, and telephone insulators'
(Goldstone and Goldstone, 1997, p. 56). See, P. A. Harris (2005) "To See with the Mind and
Think through the Eye: Deleuze, Folding Architecture, and Simon Rodia's Watts Towers" in I.
Buchanan, and G. Lambert (Eds.) (2005) Deleuze and Space.
Also http;//myweb.lmu.edu/pharris/Wattspaper.html
18 Ibid.
19 For Deleuze, '[f]elt is a supple solid product that proceeds altogether differently, as an antifabric. It implies no separation of threads, no intertwining, only an entagflament of fibres
obtained by fulling (for example, by rolling the block of fibres back and forth). What becomes
entangled are the microscales of the fibres. An aggregate of intrication of this kind is in no way
homogeneous: it is nevertheless smooth, and contrasts point by point with the space of fabric (it
is in principle infinite, open, and unlimited in every direction; it has neither top nor bottom nor
center; it does not assign fixed and mobile elements but rather distributes a continuous
variation)' (Deleuze and Guattari, 1988, p. 475). Joseph Beuys's performances with felt and the
coyote is a good example of such a monad-nomad. Felt, as opposed to fabric, is not only the
technological model for a smooth space, but an essential model for the transparent monad,
whose anagram — nomad — gives another dimension to the concept itself.
20 This third species of monad is probably Virilio's (1994) suggestion of that third type of binary
interval of 'the light type (zero sign)'that determines the function of the vision machine. Stelarc,
an artist whose work consists of performances where he is "wired" through the Internet and
computer networks to other " wired" performers around the world following a rhizome like
"linkage", is one of these defective monads. He performs inside electronic networks as
actualised phenomena, as an aggregate of information. There will be more references to his
work in the following chapter.
21 Giorgio Agamben (1993) refers to the fold in an attempt to interpret the metaphysical origins
of the language based on Saussure's linguistics and the impossibility of a distinction between
signified and signijSer, because 'original experience be always already caught in a fold, .that
presence be always already caught in a signification'' understood as the "topological game of
putting things together and articulating" as 'a barrier' where Zpgos is harmonically folded (p.
156).
^ The source of the quotes in the main text is www.arHand.net, where an interview with Dan
Graham by Pietro Valle (2000) is featured. Dan Graham refers frequently to the baroque
representation of space in relation to his practice and especially to his Pavilion Sculptures. See
also his collection of writings in Dan Graham (1999) Two-way Mirror Power.
23 Dan Graham (1999) describes The Children's Pavilion as an almost baroque, lens-like chapel
which conforms to the baroque representation of space, to the position of the spectator and the
dynamics that micro-macro perceptions activate in space. He writes about The Children's
Pavilion that '[t]he oculus, as its name suggests, functions as the eye of the pavilion. The whole
interior is gathered and reflected on the convex surface of the quarter-sphere of mirror glass. At
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the same time the transparent character of the glass allows the spectators inside the building to
see the actual sky outside, and to see as well anyone looking in. Furthermore, anamorphic,
distorted reflections of people looking down through the oculus from the outside, created by
the concave form, give the children a giant view of themselves looking down on the gazes of
adults and other children, as well as the images of the Cibachrome transparencies inside. The
entire play of gazes and reflections generated by the architecture and the photographs is
condensed onto the outer and inner surface of the glass. The optical dynamics are connected
with the pavilion's relationship to observatories and planetaria, forms dedicated to intensive
searching, gazing, and observation. Science and fatherhood are implied here, and this
implication is augmented by the structure's references to national temples. At the same time,
the oculus is set into the form of a hill or mountain, which suggests a more maternal enclosure,
a cave or grotto, but one which includes an optical ordering principle. Thus, traditional symbols
of both parents are present in the architecture and organize the forms of interaction between
adults and children in and around the building. All users of the Children's Pavilion — children,
parents, and other adults — can be observers of the behavior of others, from a variety of
positions. And all can be contemplated in comparison with the giant transparencies of children'
(p.lTl).
24 Helene Frichot (2005) comments on Eisenman's Diagrams that, '[t]he idea was to destroy one
clarity with another clarity in order to create a blurriness, or what we might call a zone of
obscurity, for, as Eisenman explains, "two clarities equal a b l u f .The above passage is found in
I. Buchanan and G. Lambert (Eds.) (2005) Deleuze and Space.
25 Resemblance is important if we are to understand the Baroque composition and allegoric
representation. Such is Giovanni Carneri's (1995) description of Bernini's sculpture "The
Blessed Ludovica Albertoni" in "Fonseca Chapel" in Rome: 'Often the very repetitiveness of its
ornamentation serves to call the viewe/s attention to the painting it contains. Indeed the two
large black angels carrying the frame are calling Gabriele Fonseca's attention to the
Annunciation. Yet while the angel on the left shows all the characteristics of an "index", the
angel on the right is attracting attention to himself; moreover, he "resembles" the object to
which he is referring' (p.29).
26 In Cinema 2. The Time-Image, Deleuze (1994) refers to the crystal concerning the representation
of time in film as a crystal-time of a crystalline description or crystal-image where
indiscemibility constitutes an objective illusion... an exchange of mutual images' an exchange
between the actual optical image... (opsign)' and
owM virtual image.'

NOTES TO CHAPTER 3
1 This explanation links two major works of Deleuze, Tkg FoM, and Dzj^wice mW Repefifion. The
English version of the interview with R.Maggiori is included in Deleuze's (1995) NegofWioMs, (p.
156). Also published in Aut-Aut 254-255 (March-June 1993) II Soggetto di Leibniz (pp. 125-131).
^ See, the most influential work of Deleuze and Guattari (1983)
ScMzopkremia. and Deleuze and Guattari (1988) A Tkou&ZMd PWeaws.

QyiWism mW

3 In The Language of New Media, Lev Manovich (2001) does a very detailed and accurate analysis
on new media in reference to digital cinema, screen and montage.
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4 The notion of the virtual is present in almost all Deleuze's work. See also: Deleuze (1989, pp.
68-97; 1991, pp. 42-3, pp. 82-3), Deleuze (1993), Deleuze (1994, pp. 207-14), Deleuze and Guattari
(1994, pp. 156-7) and Deleuze (2001, pp. 25-33).
5 In VirhW fo Begin
Wolfgang Welsch (2000) gives a detailed description of A e use of the
term 'virtual' in history and philosophy. See, Mike Sandboihe and Winfried Marotzki (eds)
Suhjektivitat und Ojfentlichkeit - Kulturwissenschaftliche Grundlagenprobleme virtueller Welten, Koln:
Herbert von Halem Verlag, (pp. 25-60). Also in http://www2.uni-jena.de/welsch/ (2004).
^ Mariko Mori is an artist who lives and works in New York.
Mariko Mori's work MWe IfFO was presented in the exhibition Always a Liffk Fwrfker curated
by Rosa Martinez at the Arsenale di Venezia at the 2005 Venice Biennale. It was also exhibited
at the Palazzo Ducale, Genoa as part of (he Art and Architecture 1900-2000 exhibition, curated
by Germano Celant lAWe UFO is a video pro;)ection that takes place inside' the capsule and it
consists of two parts, which flow seamlessly together. Each viewer is outfitted with a set of
electrodes, which gather brainwave data. This information is instantly transformed into visual
imagery, in real-time correspondence with the actual activity of the brain, and projected onto
the screen: Six undulating bio-amorphous cells represent the left and right lobes of each of the
three participants' brains, and a waving line moves in correspondence with blinks and other
facial movements. This instant biofeedback thus incorporates the experience of watching the
projection, and the interaction between the three viewers. The forms change shape and color in
response to three types of brainwaves, showing which type is most dominant Alpha (blue)
waves indicate wakeful relaxation. Beta (pink) waves indicate alertness or agitation, and Theta
(yellow) waves indicate a dreamlike state. When the two cells come together, that demonstrates
"coherence" between the two lobes of the brain. Mental functions such as thinking in other
languages or doing math problems immediately transform the characteristics of the graphics.
The second part of the projection, CoMMgckd M/brM, links the individual experience to the
universal through a graphic animation sequence, based on a series of paintings made by Mori.
Colorful abstract forms slowly expand and evolve into shapes like single cells and molecular
structures, creating a dream world that is at once primordial and ethereal. With this sequence,
Mori brings the viewer from the live biofeedback stage into what she describes as "a deeper
consciousness in which the self and the universe become interconnected'". For a complete
description of the work see
http:/ / www.publicartfund.org/ pafweb/ projects/ mori_release_s03.html (2005)
^ See, E.H. Gombrich, (1996), Art & Illusion, study in the psychology of pictorial representation,
London: Phaidon Press, (p. 210).
8 In G. Deleuze's 77K Fo&t there is a similar "chiasmic" interpretation: The monad expresses the
world "according to" its body, according to the organs of its body, according to the action of
other bodies upon itself (p. %).
^ See, A. F. Yates, (1992), TTze Art
John Walker's summarised description of interface is quoted in Malcolm McCollough (1998)
Abstracting Craft.
Leibniz's invention of the differential and integral calculus which inaugurated modem
mathematics was based on the binary calculus of combinations of 0 and 1 and was published in
1703, "Explication de larithmeUque binaire, qui se sert des seuls caracteres Oetl, avec des
remarques sur son udlite, et sur ce qu elle donne le sens des andermes figures Chinoises de
Fohy," AigTMmnes de Z'AcadoMK RoyaZe des Sczmces, 3 (1703), pp. 85-89. (An Explanation of Binary
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Arithmetic Using only the Characters 0 and 1, with Remarks about its Utility and the Meaning
of it Gives to the Ancient Chinese Figures of Fuxi).
Paul Virilio (1994) notes on the importance of lights speed of light and duration to perception
that physics propose to triple 'the once binary concept of the interval on top of the familiar
intervals of the space' type (negative sign) and the tome' type (positive sign), we have the new
mkrooZ of the 'Zighf h/pe (zero sign). The interfaces of the live television screen or the computer
monitor are perfect examples of this third type of interval' (p.72).
12 The Manhattan version (1989) of this work comprises eight separate fictional story lines in the
form of monologues by ex-Mayor Koch, Frank Lloyd Wright; Donald Trump, a tour guide, a
confidence trickster, an ambassador and a taxi-driver. Each story line has a specific letter colour
so that the bicyclist can choose one or another to follow the path of a particular narration. In the
Amsterdam (1990) and Karlsruhe (1991) versions all the letters are scaled so that they have the
same proportion and location as the actual buildings which they replace, resulting in a
transformed but exact representation of the actual architectural appearance of these cities. The
texts for these two cities are largely derived from archive documents that describe mundane
historical events there. The project was realised with Dirk Groeneveld and belongs to the
Collection of ZKM-Medienmuseum, Karlsruhe, Germany. More about %. Siaw work at
http: / / www.jeffrey-shaw.net
13

See, Appendix 1 the description of the folding technique as meAodological tool

14 Oliver Grau (2003) makes an in-depth investigation on Virtual Art, illusion and immersive
environments Aom the first painted interiors of roman villas, the illusory baroque spaces, the
first panoramas to transgenic art.
15 See, P. Virilio, (1994), % VisioM MacMw.
16 See, URL www.rhizome.org. There are also http resources dedicated to Deleuze's and
Guattari's work.
17 The case of the global pro-Zapatista movement in Chiapas, Mexico is very interesting. Their
resistance extended beyond Mexico's physical border and became an electronic civil war.
Flood Net Tactical Version 1.0 was a software device for Internet attacks on specific targets, like
Mexican President Zedillo's website. Comments on this case of political activity and warfare
can be found in http://ww.nye.edu/projects/wray/RhizNom.htmI (1999).
1® In T.A.Z., The Temporary Autonomous Zone, Ontological Anarchy, Poetic Terrorism (1991), Bey
refers to (he chapter "The Treatise on Nomadology and the War Machii*" from G. Deleuze's
and F. Guattari's A Thousand Plateaus.
See http://www.mouchette.org/ (1999). Mouchette is a web location, as well as a fictitious
being with her own fan club.
See also Scott Bukatman's (1993) comment on virtual reality in TenmiW
T7K VMiiW
Subject in Post-Modem Science Fiction: "Virtual reality significantly extends the sensory address
of existent media to provide an alternate and manipulable space. Multiple users can enter the
same virtual reality and play virtual catch or otherwise interact on this virtual plane. They can
appear to each other in different forms, or as different species or genders - a simulated, but
powerful polymorphism is at work here. To be installed into such an apparatus would be to
exist on two planes at once: while one's objective body would remain in the real world, one's
phenomenal body would be projected into the terminal reality. In an ecstatic exaggeration of
Merleau-Ponty's phenomenological model, world and body comprise a continually modifying
feedback loop, producing a terminal identity without the terminail - a cybersubject."{p. 187)
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19 Deleuze and Guattari (1988) refer to stratum, substratum, epistrata, parastrata and metastrata
as a layering assemblage of the abstract machine. What defines the unity of composition of a
stratum is; 'exterior molecular materials, interior substantial elements, and the limit or
membrane conveying the formal relations. There is a single abstract machine that is enveloped by
the stratum and constitutes its unity/ (p.50). It is interesting to note the relevance of layering,
strata and membrane to the perception of folding and the transparency effect mentioned in
Chapter 2.
20 Deleuze (1993) refers to Leo Steinberg's, (1972), The Flatbed Plan of the Painting, in Other
Criteria, New York: Oxford University Press, commenting on Rauchenberg's painting (p. 27).
21

See, W. Gibson, (1995), NeuromaMcer, Voyager.

22 For a comprehensive introduction to Hypertext theories, see, Ray McAleese, (1999), Hypertext,
Theory into Practice, Exeter; Intelect books.
23 See, endnote n.18 in the first chapter. Deleuze refers frequently to resemblance in The Fold,
especially in Part HI, Chapter 7, 'Perception in the Folds', pp. 95-%.
Foucault (1995) in The Order of Things: An Archaeology of Human Sciences (distinguishes four
types of resemblance Convenientia, Aemulatio (emulation), Analogy and Sympathies through which
the framework for the human understanding and knowledge is constituted.
Furthermore, in a closer reading of Rene Magritbe's works, Foucault (1983) distinguishes
"resemblance" and "similitude"; 'Magritte dissociated similitude from resemblance, and
brought the former into play against the latter. Resemblance has a "model," an original element
that orders and hierarchizes the increasingly less faithful copies that can be struck from it.
Resemblance presupposes a primary reference that prescribes and classes. The similar develops
in series that have neither beginning nor end, that can be followed in one direction as easily as
in another, that obey no hierarchy, but propagate themselves from small differences among
small differences. Resemblance serves representation, which rules over it; similitude serves
repetition, which ranges across it. Resemblance predicates itself upon a model it must return to
and reveal; similitude circulates the simulacrum as an indefinite and reversible relation of the
similar to the similar.' (p. 44).

24 For the idea of Panopticon in relation to power see, M. Foucault (1995), Discipline and Punish:
The Birth of the Prison, NY: Vintage Books, (pp. 195-228) on Jeremy Bentham's Panopticon.
In the exhibition CTRL[SPACE]: Rhetorics of Surveillance from Bentham to Big Brother held in 2001
in ZKMI Center for Art and Media in Karlsruhe a wide range of surveillance practices were
explored, from simple tracking devices to "dataveiHance" in reference to Foucaulfs idea of
'disciplinary society" after Jeremy Bentham's (1748-1832) prison model called panopticon.
The artists whose panoptical preoccupations were featured include, among others, %phie Calle,
Diller and Scofidio, Dan Graham, Pierre Huyghe, Michael Klier, Rem Koolhaas, Bruce Nauman,
Yoko Ono, Thomas Ruff, Julia Scher, Andy Warhol, and Peter Weibel.
The exhibition catalogue features Posfscnpf fo Con W Sodgfies, an article by Deleuze published
in Negotiations 1972-1990 by Columbia University Press, New York 1995, pp. 177-182. The same
article was first published in French in L'Autre journal 1 (May 1990).
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AKyrBST()c*LurrER4
1 See, M. Bal (1999), Quoting Caravaggio. Contemporary Art, Preposterous History, Chicago: Chicago
University Press.
2 See, in http;//www.dc.peachnet.edu/-mnunes/smooth.html discussion list (part of the spoon
collective) where C. J. Stivaie (1995) refers to Michael Joyce's Of Two Minds: Hypertext Pedagogy
and Poetics, MIT Press.
3 Nam June Faik, a Korean origin artist, was a pioneer in the use of analogue and video
technologies.
This is the Sample Broadcast Log. of Nam June Paik's Utopian TV station:
7 a.m. Chess lesson by Marcel Duchamp.
8 a.m. Meet the Press. Guest: John Cage.
9 a.m. Morning gymnastics: Merce Cunningham, Carolyn Brown.
10 a.m. Something Else University: collection of the unnecessary and unimportant knowledge
(Indian incense, Chinese cockroaches, etc.,), by David Tudor.
11a.m. The more meaningful boredom Jackson Mac Low's 1961 film, in which a standing
camera focuses on a tree for many hours.
12 p.m. Noon news by Charlotte Moorman. The 1996 Nobel prizes; peace, John Cage; chemistry,
inventor of the paper plate; physics, Charles de Gaulle; medicine prize, inventor of the painless
abortion pill; literature, Dick Higgins or Tomas Schmidt.
The above is an extract from Jud's bookkmgth historical manuscript about the history of video
art, which incorporates an integral section of the article Electronic Zen, that was first published
on August 10"', 1967 edition of the West Side News, NYC.
* I am referring to Jeffrey Shaw's early work Movie Movie 1967, in which he used inflatable
structures to project film where the viewer was invited to actively participate. Becoming 'part of
the cinematic spectacle.[...j The architectural form of this inflatable structure was a cone with an
outer transparent membrane and an inner white surface. [...] In the intermediate space between
transparent and white membrane, various material actions were performed to materialize the
projected images. MomaMowe was also a complex and innovative acoustic event structure. The
Musica Electronica Viva was closely involved in its scenography, creating an intense and loud
density of electronic sounds that were interactively modulated by the musicians via a spatially
distributed sound amplification system placed both outside and inside the inflatable structure.'
Shaw moved on to fully interactive installations such as EVE (1993), CoM/igwnMg Ae Ozoe (1997)
and TTig lAtb
(2002) among others. Anne Marie Duguet/Heinrich Hotz/Peter Weibel
(eds.) (1997), Jeffrey Shaw - A User's Manual. From Expanded Cinema to Virtual Reality, Ostfildern:
Cantz (p. 70). Such ideas of interactive art were already present in Ascotfs Hrst kinetic
constructions of 1960. Ascotf s theoretical reflections on Duchamp's Lazge GZass and the glaring
cathode-ray-tube (CRT) monitors of telematics suggest that the technological illusion of
transparency might rather disassociate love from the intimate mutuality the artist describes and
impose instead a condition of introverted mediation at-a-distance. This analysis of the
technological and psychological condition of love leads to a consideration of the dualism that
characterizes the semiotic formation of art and technology, form and content; as pairs of binary
oppositions. This context sets the stage for some concluding remarks about art, technology,
love, and the future, in which critical concerns about the negative impact of technology are
balanced with the constructive value of Ascott^s Utopian theories of Tekmatic Art.' S ^ , Edward
A. Shanken (2001), Telematic Embrace: A Love Story? Roy Ascott's Theories ofTelematic Art in
http://telematic.walkerart.org/timeline/timeline_shanken.html, an excerpt from E. Shanken
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(ed.) (2001), "From Cybernetics to Telematics: The Ar^ Pedagogy, and Theory of Roy Ascott", in
Roy Ascott, Telematic Embrace: Visionary Theories of Art, Technology, and Consciousness, Berkeley:
University of California Press.
5 See, S. Bukatman, (1993), TemzzMaZ Idrnfify, London: Duke University Press, (p. 187).
The word "literal" implies a tautological expression where the subject or object refers to itself
without any allusiveness or representation techniques such as allegory, metaphor, etc., whereas
"phenomenal" is mainly the implications of sense of a proposition that refers to a subject or to
an object in such a way that each one resembles qualities of the other.
6 See www.orlan.net (2000). Also "An Order of Pure Decision: Un-Natural Selection in the Work
of Stelarc and Orlan" by Jane Goodall (pp. 149-170), "Serene and Happy and Distant: An
Interview with Orlan" by Robert Ayers (pp.171-184) and "The Sacrificial Body of Orlan" by
%ulie Clarke (pp.185-207) in M. Feadierstone, (ed.) (2000), Body
London: Sage
Publications.
^ See, URL http://www.cicv.fr/creation_artistique/onliiie/orIaji/index.htrnl (1999) for a full
illustration of her work.
Idol is the Greek ci-GcoXov (ei-dolon=phantom, idol). It describes a reflected image, a statuette;
in optics, it is the projected object through a lens. It is Ae reversed upside down projected object
onto the eye's retina and in the camera obscura. Etymologically, it derives from the work ei-6o^
(ei-dos=species, form). Ei-6o)Xo (idol), e i - K o v a (icon) and £ 1 - 6 0 9 (species) share the same
etymological root ei- with the verb ci-voi (ei-nai-to be).
^ On the making of A e film lermzTiafor 2 and especially on the 3D animation and morphing
technologies see, Stephen Perrella (1993) "Computing, Imaging, Morphing and Architectural
Representation" in Greg Lynn (ed.), foWmg in Ardakcfwre, Architectural Design-Profile No.l02
published as part of Architectural Design VoL 63 No. 3-4 / 1993, London: Academy Group.
' See, http://www,stelarc.va.com.au (1999)
10 ibid.
"Random pinging to over 30 global Internet domains produce values from 0-2000
milliseconds that are mapped to the deltoid, biceps, flexors, hamstring, and calf muscles -0-60
volts initiating invohmtary movements. The movements of the body are amplified, with a midi
interface measuring position, proximity and bending angle of limbs. Activated by Internet data
the body is uploaded as info and images to a Web site to be viewed by other people elsewhere.
The body is telematically scaled-up, stimulated and stretched by reverberating signals of an
inflated spatial and electrical system. The usual relationship with the Internet is flipped instead of the Internet being constructed by the input from people, the Internet constructs the
activity of one body." Extract from the description of PING BODY/PROTO-PARASITE
performance in 1995 for Telepolis (Pompidou Centre-Paris, MediaLAb-Helsinski and the Doors
of Perception Conference-Amsterdam) in Stelark (2000),", Parasite Visions: Alternate, Intimate
and Involuntary ExperierKes"M M. Featherstone (ed.) Body Mod^kafioM, Vol. 5, N. 2-3 of Body 6
Soogfy, London: Sage Publications, (pp. 117-127).
12 See, http://www.stelarc.va.com.au (1999)
"ISDN Picturetel links allowed the body to see the face of the person who was moving it, whilst
the programmers could observe their remote choreography. (Although people thought they
were merely activating the body's limbs, they were seeing - for the body had sensors, electrodes
and transducers on its legs, arms and head that triggered sampled body signals and sounds and
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that also made the body a video switcher and mixer. /LndaithcH^gh psxypAeinothwa pdaces tvere
performing with the RHS of the body, it could respond by actuating its Third Hand, voltage-out
from electrodes positioned on its abdominal and LHS leg muscles. The Split Body then was
manifesting a combination of involuntary - remotely guided, improvised and EMC- muscle
initiated motor motions)".
13 James Elkins (1999) in Pictures of the Body, Pain and Metamorphosis, Stanford, California:
Stamford University Press, makes a very interesting distinction between skin and membrane,
widi reference to Deleuze's work on "the fold" and Bacon's painting.
14

See, http://www.stelarc.va.com.au
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APPENDIX I
IMAGES OF THE WORK PRODUCED
Self-portraits

Fig. 1 Self-portrait (devoted), 1997, life size B/W transparency
(KODAK reprographic film).
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Fig. 2 Self-portrait (Sleepless), 1998, life size B/W transparency
(KODAK reprographic film).
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Fig. 3 Self-portrait (Profane), 1998, B/W transparency
(KODAK reprographic film), 50x70cm.
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Fig. 4 Self-portrait, 1998, life size B/W transparency
(KODAK reprographic film).
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Fig. 5 Insomnia, 1998, life size B/W phot, print on aluminium, rope,
tree (chestnut tree).
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Fig. 6 Self-portrait (perpetual), 1998, life-size video-loop back projection.
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Fig. 7 Self-portrait with Plughole, 1998, B/W transparency (KODAK reprographic
film), TV monitor, video, audio, 200x70cm.
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Video Installations

Fig.8 Second Attempted Suicide with Smarties, 1998,30min video-loop, audio, TV
monitor, table, chair, 100x200x80 cm, installation view (top), detail (bottom).
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Fig. 9 Trilogy of a Genius (the swing, the shower, the game), 1998, video-loop
projection on screen, dimensions variable, audio.
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1
Fig. 10 Distracted, 1998, video, three TV monitors, plinths, 170x300x300cm (top),
video stills (bottom).
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Fig. 11 Breathing under your skin, 1997-1999, video projection on screen, audio.
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Fig. 12 Insomnia, 1999, video-loop projection on screen, audio, 180x600cm.
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Fig. 13 How to forget, 2000, video loop, projection on screen, audio.
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11
Fig. 14 Anna, 1999-2000, seven channel life size video-loop projection, audio.
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Fig. 15 Insomnia, 1999-2000, 7 min video loop projection on four screens,
dimensions variable.
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Fig. 16 Breathing Under your Skin, 1998,15 min, video installation.
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Fig. 17 La Sonnambula, 2002,1.30 min video projection.
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Fig. 18 Nightfall I, 2001, video-loop projection, dimensions variable.
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Fig. 19 Desperate folly (man sitting on a tree), 2001,5 min two channel video-loop
projection, dimensions variable.
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Fig. 20 Insomnia (The Artist's Death), 2002,1.26 min video loop projection, audio,
dimension variable.
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Fig. 21 Desolations, 2002, 5 min video, tree screen video loop projection.
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Video and Public Space Projects
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Fig. 22 All about Love, 2002, video-billboard project for Athens' residential area
(top)
All about Love, 2.30 min video-loop projection (bottom).
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Fig. 23 Falling, 2002, video billboards (project for Athens' public buildings.
National Institute of Research, The Conservatory, The War Museum, The
National Gallery).
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Fig. 24 Nightfall, 2001, video-billboards of variable size (project for Athens'
residential area, Michalakopoulou str.).
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The summertime series

Fig. 25 Summertime (The love affair), 2001,1.30 min video-loop.
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Fig. 26 The Shelter, 2001,1.25 min video-loop, audio.

Fig. 27 The Fuchsia Trees, 2001,30 sec video-loop.
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Fig. 28 Summertime (Endless), 2001,40 sec video-loop.

Fig. 29 Summertime (2:37am), 2002,15 sec video-loop.
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Fig. 30 Summertime (Loaded), 2002,10 min video-loop.

Fig. 31 Summertime (Without you), 2002,4 min video-loop.
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APPENDIX n

Please refer to the attached DVD at the back cover of the thesis.
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GLOSSARY

Baroque
i;a]%)cpie!iri1jietliesis wiiliizajiital IB redbers to ttwe historical pMericxi cwr
the original quoted text in reference.

baroque
The use of baroque with small b refers to the baroque style and key
forn%d(jKu%KtensdKsinh^3en±ins*^^%de€nthcU%itvM3^ied^{cnfu

art and architecture.

Becoming
Becoming is a key concept introduced by Gilles Deleuze. It is drawn
on one hand from Nietzsche's idea that being is becomings and on the
other hand, from Bergson's ontology of becoming, of the actual in
terms of the elaboration of the virtual. In Anti-Oedipus, Gilles
Deleuze and FAlix Guattari propose a political ontology based on the
process of becoming.

Chiasm
Merleau-Ponty (1969) argues that self and world are chiasmically
intertwined. The chiasm is simply an image that describes how this
overlapping can occur between a pair that nevertheless retains a
divergence, in that touching and being touched are never exactly the
same thing.

Hypertext
Hypertext is the organization of information units into connected
associations that a user can choose to make. An instance of such an
association is called a link or hypertext link. Hypertext was the main
concept that led to the invention of the World Wide Web.
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Indiscemibility
The concept of indiscemibility is an ontological principle also known
as ''Leibniz's Law" since it is attributed to Leibniz. The significance of
Leibniz's Principle of the Identity of Indiscemibles in quantum
mechanics has been widely discussed in the philosophical literature.
The converse of this principle is known as the Principle of the
Indiscemibility of Identicals^ and their conjunction gives "Leibniz's
Law", which is in general taken as meaning that identity (being the
same object, in symbols, 'a = b') is defined by means of
indiscemibility (agreement with respect to all properties).

Interface
A user interface consists of the set of dials, knobs, operating system
commands, graphical display formats, and other devices provided by
a computer or a program to allow the user to communicate and use
the computer or program.

Monad
A complete individual substance in the philosophy of Leibniz, who
supposed that each contains all of its properties. Monads are partly
material and partly immaterial, possess innate power of
representation, have no means of cognitional intercommunication,
and obtain knowledge corresponding to reality through a divinely
pre-established harmony.

Monadology
A work by Leibniz, where he introduces monads as a basic unit of
perceptual reality.
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Neo-baroque
The term emerged from a conscious effort of Latin American and
Sq3aunistiTWTntx3rst%) ]nea<iclpesGS(rf€%ite€aittk<3erdhir]rl)af()qiie tedirdciues

for contemporary, avant-garde purposes.
Neo-baroque reflects an aesthetic category, with its own
representational strategies, adopting and re-defining an aesthetic and
socio-cultural behavior.
Rhizome
It is a philosophical concept developed by Gilles Deleuze and F61ix
Guattari in their CapiWzsm omf Sckizop/irewM (1972-1980) project and it
was introduced as a key concept to A TTiowsmij PkfeaMS. It is what
Deleuze calls an "image of thought," based on the botanical rhizome,
that apprehends multiplicities.

Strata
In geology and related fields, a stratum (plural: sfnzfa) is a layer of
rock or soil with internally consistent characteristics that
distinguishes it from contiguous layers. Each layer is generally one of
a number of parallel layers that lie one upon another.
The strata, along with the assemblage, rhizome and the body without
organs, form the material basis of Deleuze and Guattari's theory in A
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